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TORSION POINTS AND ISOGENIES ON CM ELLIPTIC CURVES
ABBEY BOURDON AND PETE L. CLARK
Abstract. Let O be an order in the imaginary quadratic field K. For positive integers M | N , we
determine the least degree of an O-CM point on the modular curve X(M,N)/K(ζM ) and also on the
modular curve X(M,N)/Q(ζM ): that is, we treat both the case in which the complex multiplication is
rationally defined and the case in which we do not assume that the complex multiplication is rationally
defined. To prove these results we establish several new theorems on rational cyclic isogenies of CM
elliptic curves. In particular, we extend a result of Kwon [Kw99] that determines the set of positive
integers N for which there is an O-CM elliptic curve E admitting a cyclic, Q(j(E))-rational N-isogeny.
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1. Introduction
An elliptic curve E defined over a field F of characteristic 0 has complex multiplication (CM) if
the geometric endomorphism algebra End(E/F ) ⊗Z Q is an imaginary quadratic field K; in this case
the endomorphism ring O := EndE/F is an order in K.
In this work we continue our study of two closely related topics: torsion points on CM elliptic curves
over number fields and CM points on modular curves. Prior contributions to this program have been
made by Kronecker, Weber, Fricke, Hasse, Deuring, Shimura, Olson [Ol74], Silverberg [Si88], [Si92],
Parish [Pa89], Aoki [Ao95], [Ao06], Ross [Ro94], Kwon [Kw99], Prasad-Yogananda [PY01], Steven-
hagen [St01], Breuer [Br10], Lombardo [Lo17], Lozano-Robledo [LR18], [LR19], Gaudron-Re´mond
[GR18] and by the present authors and our collaborators [CCS13], [CCRS14], [BCS17], [BCP17],
[BP17], [CCM19].
The present work is a sequel to [BC18] by the same authors. In [BC18] we studied the modulo N
Galois representation attached to a CM elliptic curve defined over a number field F containing the
CM field K, with applications to torsion subgroups of CM elliptic curves defined over a number field
F ⊃ K. We also called for work on the following general problem: given a modular curve X = X(Γ)
attached to a congruence subgroup Γ of SL2(Z)
1, for each imaginary quadratic order O, determine the
degrees ofO-CM points onX . The caseX = X(N) = X(Γ(N)) as a curve overK(Γ(N)) = K(ζN ) was
treated in [St01] and [BC18, Thm. 1.1], yielding a generalization of the First Main Theorem of Com-
plex Multiplication to arbitrary quadratic orders. We also treated the case X = X1(N) = X(Γ1(N))
as a curve over K(Γ1(N)) = K.
This fits into the larger program of understanding points of low degree on modular curves. For
a nice curve X defined over a number field F , a closed point p on X has low degree if the degree
dp := [F (p) : F ] of the residue field of p is less than the K-gonality γK(X), i.e., the least degree of
a nonconstant K-morphism π : X → P1.2 The sporadic points p, for which there are only finitely
many closed points q with dq ≤ dp, comprise a subclass of the points of low degree. The second
author’s interest in the subject was kindled almost 15 years ago by the belief that for sufficiently large
N , all noncuspidal points on X1(N)/Q of least degree should be CM points. This would imply that for
all sufficiently large N , the curves X1(N)/Q have sporadic CM points, and in [CCS13, Thm. 5, Thm.
7] it was shown that X1(N)/Q has sporadic CM points for all sufficiently large prime N .
It is of course also of interest to consider composite N . More generally, the classification of torsion
subgroups of elliptic curves over degree d number fields is equivalent to classifying all points of de-
gree dividing dϕ(M) on the modular curves X(M,N)/Q(ζM ). In [CCRS14] the authors used extensive
computer calculations to classify all possible torsion subgroups of CM elliptic curves defined over a
degree d number field for all 1 ≤ d ≤ 13, and in [BP17] the authors extend the classification to include
all odd d. In the present paper we compute for each imaginary quadratic order O and all positive
integers M | N , the least degree of an O-CM point on the modular curve X(M,N)/K(ζM ) and on the
modular curve X(M,N)/Q(ζM ). This brings us close to a classification of torsion subgroups of CM
elliptic curves over number fields of all degrees. The remaining issue is that whereas in the case of
X(M,N)/K(ζM) every degree of a closed O-CM point is divisible by the least degree, in the case of
X(M,N)/Q(ζM ) this need not be the case: see Example 6.7.
We now discuss the results in more detail. Our first main result generalizes [BC18, Thm. 1.1] from
X1(N) to X(M,N) = X(Γ(M) ∩ Γ1(N)) defined over K(Γ) = K(ζM ). To prove it, we analyze the
action of the Cartan subgroup (O/NO)× on pairs of points on an O-CM elliptic curve, generalizing the
orbit analysis on points of order N in [BC18]. Here, K(f) denotes the ring class field of K of conductor
f, which is equal to K(j(E)) for an elliptic curve E with CM by the order in K of conductor f.
1To be precise, following [DR73, §4] and [Ma77, §2] we begin with N ∈ Z+ and a subgroup H of GL2(Z/NZ). Then
we take Γ to be the complete preimage of H ∩ SL2(Z/NZ) under the map SL2(Z) → SL2(Z/NZ). Let ζN be a primitive
Nth root of unity, so (Z/NZ)× = Aut(Q(ζN )/Q). Then the field of definition of X(Γ) is Q(Γ) := Q(ζN )
detH . We also
put K(Γ) := KQ(Γ).
2It follows from Hilbert’s Irreducibility Theorem that there are infinitely many closed points of degree γK(X).
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Theorem 1.1. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of conductor f, and let M | N be positive
integers. There is a poitive integer T (O,M,N), explicitly given in §4.1, such that: for all positive
integers d, there is a field extension F/K(f) of degree d and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F such that
Z/MZ× Z/NZ →֒ E(F ) iff T (O,M,N) | d.
Next we return to the case of X = X1(N) but without the assumption that the ground field contains
the CM fieldK. Write Q(f) for Q(j(E)), where E is an elliptic curve with CM by the order of conductor
f in the imaginary quadratic field K. Since T (O, 1, N) gives the least degree over K(f) in which an
O-CM elliptic curve has a rational point of order N , the least degree over Q(f) is either T (O, 1, N) or
2 · T (O, 1, N); it is a matter of whether we can save the factor of 2. We determine this first in the
case where N = ℓa is a prime power by establishing a relationship between rational cyclic ℓa-isogenies
and rational points of order ℓa in minimal degree. If A/F is an abelian variety defined over a number
field and C ⊂ A is an order N cyclic e´tale F -subgroup scheme, then there is an abelian extension
L/F of degree dividing ϕ(N)2 and a quadratic twist A
D of A/L such that A
D(L) has a point of order
N [BCS17, Thm. 5.5]. Moreover, by [BC18, Thm. 6.2], if O is an imaginary quadratic order of
discriminant ∆ < −4 and there is an O-CM elliptic curve E defined over a number field F ⊃ K(f)
with an F -rational point of order N , then ϕ(N)2 | [F : K(f)]. From this it follows immediately that if
there is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over any number field F with an F -rational point of order N ,
then ϕ(N)2 | [F : Q(f)]. So we see that working over either Q(f) or K(f), the existence of a rational
cyclic N -isogeny yields an O-CM point of order N in the lowest possible degree extension of Q(f) or
K(f). Strikingly, when N = ℓa is a prime power the converse turns out to be true: for F0 = Q(f)
or K(f), if we have an O-CM elliptic curve defined over an extension F/F0 of degree ϕ(ℓ
a)
2 with an
F -rational point of order N , then there is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over F0 with an F0-rational
cyclic ℓa-isogeny. Moreover, the least degree over Q(f) in which an O-CM elliptic curve can have a
point of order ℓa can be computed in terms of isogenies over Q(f) and K(f).
Theorem 1.2. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order, let ℓ be a prime number, and let a ∈ Z+.
Let m denote the maximum over all i ∈ Z≥0 such that there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q(f) with
a Q(f)-rational cyclic ℓi-isogeny, and let M denote the supremum over all i ∈ Z≥0 such that there is
an O-CM elliptic curve E/K(f) with a K(f)-rational cyclic ℓi-isogeny.3 The least degree over Q(f) in
which there is an O-CM elliptic curve with a rational point of order ℓa is as follows:
a) If a ≤ m, then the least degree is T (O, ℓa).
b) If m < a ≤M , then ℓa > 2 and the least degree is 2 · T (O, ℓa).
c) If a > M = m, then the least degree is T (O, ℓa).
d) If a > M > m, then ℓ = 2 and the least degree is 2 · T (O, 2a).
The quantities m and M are explicitly computed in Propositions 6.4 and 6.8, while T (O, ℓa) =
T (O, 1, ℓa) is given in Theorem 4.1.
Thus our analysis of least degrees over Q(f) is heavily informed by the classification of rational
cyclic isogenies over both Q(f) and K(f). The classification over Q(f) is due to S. Kwon [Kw99] unless
K = Q(
√−1) and Q(√−3). In fact his work holds verbatim as long as the discriminant of the CM order
is not −4 or −3 (in other words, it holds for all orders in these two fields except the maximal ones).
We will complete Kwon’s classification for these last two discriminants: Corollary 5.11. Moreover we
generalize half of Kwon’s theorem, as follows (Theorem 5.3): we show that when F is any number
field containing neither K nor Q(ℓf) for any ℓ | N , if no O-CM elliptic curve admits a Q(f)-rational
cyclic N -isogeny, then no O-CM elliptic curve admits an F -rational cyclic N -isogeny. Theorem 5.3 is
a crucial ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
In Section 7, we show that the classification of least degrees of CM points on X1(ℓ
a) yields a natural
criterion for when the least degree of an O-CM point on X1(N) is T (O, N) = T (O, 1, N) instead of
2 · T (O, N). We let T ◦(O, N) denote the least degree over Q(f) in which there is an O-CM elliptic
3In particular, we allow M = ∞.
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curve with a rational point of order N . If N = ℓa is a prime power, then T ◦(O, ℓa) can be deduced
from Theorem 1.2 and is given explicitly in Theorem 6.6.
Theorem 1.3. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order. Let N ∈ Z+ have prime power decomposition
ℓa11 · · · ℓarr with ℓ1 < . . . < ℓr. The least degree over Q(f) in which there is an O-CM elliptic curve
with a rational point of order N is T (O, N) if and only if T ◦(O, ℓaii ) = T (O, ℓaii ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Otherwise the least degree is 2 · T (O, N).
In the last of our main results we return to the case of X(M,N) but without the assumption that
the ground field contains the CM field K. For positive integers M | N , let T ◦(O,M,N) be the least
degree of a field extension F/Q(f) for which there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/F and an injective group
homomorphism Z/MZ× Z/NZ →֒ E(F ). The following result generalizes Theorem 1.3:
Theorem 1.4. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆. Let
2 ≤M = ℓa11 · · · ℓarr | N = ℓb11 · · · ℓbrr with ℓ1 < . . . < ℓr.
The least degree [F : Q(f)] of a number field F ⊃ Q(f) for which there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/F
and an injective group homomorphism Z/MZ × Z/NZ →֒ E(F ) is T (O,M,N) if and only if all of
the following conditions hold: M = 2, ∆ is even and T ◦(O, ℓaii , ℓbii ) = T (O, ℓaii , ℓbii ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Otherwise the least degree is 2 · T (O,M,N).
By [BCS17, Lemma 3.15] and §2.5, if M ≥ 3 then for any K-CM elliptic curve defined over a number
field F we have F (E[M ]) ⊃ K and thus T ◦(O,M,N) = 2T (O,M,N) unless M = 2. Thus it suffices
to compute T ◦(O, 2, N), which is done in §8. Again Theorem 5.3 plays an important role, as does the
theory of CM elliptic curves over real number fields as developed in [BCS17].
The quantities T ◦(O, 2, 2b) and T ◦(O, 1, ℓbi) are computed explicitly in Theorem 6.6, Theorem 8.5,
and Proposition 8.6.
Working with non-maximal imaginary quadratic orders brings various complications: for instance,
if O is maximal then every fractional O-ideal is proper, and every finite O-submodule of E(C)[tors]
is cyclic. Both of these can fail for non-maximal orders. For these and other reasons, the study of
Galois representations and torsion subgroups is distinctly easier for OK-CM elliptic curves. When O
has conductor f > 1, if E/F is any O-CM elliptic curve defined over a number field, there is a canonical
F -rational cyclic f-isogeny ι : E → E′ with EndE′ = OK , and one can try to use E′ to study E. For
instance, if F ⊃ K, then #E(F )[tors] | #E′(F )[tors] [BC18, Thm. 1.7]. In Theorem 3.1, we analyze
the dual isogeny ι∨ : E′ → E, computing the intersection of its kernel K with any finite OK-submodule
of E′. This result is used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. It also has the following consequence:
Let ι : E → E′ be as above, defined over a number field F containing K, and write
E(F ) ∼= Z/sZ× Z/eZ, E′(F ) ∼= Z/s′Z× Z/e′Z, s | e, s′ | e′.
In [BC18, Lemma 6.7] we showed that s | s′: in other words, if E has full s-torsion over F , then so
does E′. Here we apply the analysis of ι∨ to show that e′ | e: that is, the exponent of E′(F ) divides
the exponent of E(F ). This gives a contribution to the problem of how the torsion subgroup of an
elliptic curve over a number field varies within a rational isogeny class, as studied e.g. in [FN07].
1.1. Acknowledgments. We thank Filip Najman for helpful comments on an earlier draft.
2. Background
2.1. The morphism X1(N) → X1(M). For positive integers M | N , we have a map of modular
curves X1(N)→ X1(M) defined over Q.
The following result is well known, but for completeness we give the proof.
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Lemma 2.1. Let N ≥ 2. We have
(1) deg(X1(N)→ X(1)) =
N
2∏
p|N
(
1− 1
p2
)
2 N ≥ 3
3 N = 2
.
Proof. For N ∈ Z+, put
Γ1(N) :=
{[
a b
c d
]
| a, b, c, d ∈ Z, a− 1, b ≡ 0 (mod N)} ⊂ SL2(Z)
}
and
Γ1(N) := Γ1(N)/{±1} ⊂ PSL2(Z) := SL2(Z)/{±1}.
For integers M | N , we have
(2) deg(X1(N)→ X1(M)) = deg(Γ1(N)\H → Γ1(N)\H) = [Γ1(M) : Γ1(N)].
Moreover we have
(3) [Γ1(1) : Γ1(N)] = N
2
∏
p|N
(
1− 1
p2
)
and
(4) [Γ1(N) : Γ1(N)] =
{
1 N ≤ 2
2 N ≥ 3 .
From (2), (3) and (4), the desired result (1) follows. 
We apply Lemma 2.1 to give “worst case scenarios” on lifting torsion points on elliptic curves.
Lemma 2.2. Let ℓ be a prime number, and let 1 ≤ a < b be integers. Let F be a field of characteristic
0, let E/F be an elliptic curve, and let P ∈ E(F ) be a point of order ℓa.
a) There is a field extension L/F with [L : F ] ≤ ℓ2(b−a) and a point Q ∈ E(L) such that
ℓb−aQ = P (and thus Q has order ℓb).
b) If ℓa = 2, then there is a field extension L/F with [L : F ] ≤ 22b−3 and an elliptic curve E′/L
such that j(E′) = j(E) and E′ has an L-rational point Q of order 2b.
Proof. a) The set {Q ∈ E(F ) | ℓb−aQ = P} is a principal homogeneous space for E[ℓb−a] and thus has
cardinality ℓ2b−2a.
b) The pair (E,P ) induces a point p ∈ Y1(2)(F ). Let π : Y1(2b) → Y1(2) be the natural modular
map. By (1) we have deg π = 22b−3, so there is a field extension L/F with [L : F ] ≤ 22b−3 and a
point p˜ ∈ Y1(2b)(L) such that π(p˜) = p. It follows that there is a pair (E′, Q)/L with E′ an elliptic
curve and Q ∈ E′(L) of order 2b that induces the point p˜ ∈ Y1(2b). (Since b ≥ 2, the curve Y1(2b)/Q
is a fine moduli space and the pair (E′, Q) is unique up to isomorphism. But in fact the existence
of a structure defined over the field of moduli holds for all modular curves attached to congruence
subgroups of SL2(Z) [DR73, p. 274, Prop. VI.3.2].) Since π(p˜) = p, we have j(E
′) = j(E). 
Lemma 2.3. Let N ≥ 3, let F be a field of characteristic 0, and let E/F be an elliptic curve. Then
there is a field extension L/F of degree at most
N2
∏
p|N
(
1− 1
p2
)
#AutE and a twist E
′ of E/L such that E′(L)
has a point of order N .
Proof. Consider the natural modular map π : X1(N)→ X(1), viewed as a morphsim of curves defined
over F . The elliptic curve E/F induces a degree 1 divisor [x] on X(1)/F , so its pullback D := π
∗[x] is
an effective divisor on X1(N)/F of degree
deg(X1(N)→ X(1)) =
N2
∏
p|N
(
1− 1p2
)
2
.
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Case 1: Suppose j(E) 6= 0, 1728, so #AutE = 2. Then there is some closed point y in the support
of D of degree at most
N2
∏
p|N
(
1− 1
p2
)
#AutE . Let L = F (y). By [DR73, p. 274, Prop. VI.3.2] there is an
elliptic curve E′/L and an L-rational point P of order N on E
′ such that the pair (E′, P )/L induces
the point y on X1(N). Since π(y) = π([E
′, P ]) = x = [E], we have j(E′) = j(E) and thus E′/L is a
twist of E/L.
Case 2: Suppose j(E) = 1728, so #AutE = 4. The map X1(N) → X(1) is ramified over j = 1728:
more precisely because Γ1(N) has no nontrivial elements of finite order and Γ(1) has an element of
order 2, we haveD = 2[y]+D′ for a closed point y and an effective divisorD′. Again we take L = F (y).
Then everything is as in Case 1 except we have the improved upper bound
[L : F ] = [F (y) : F ] ≤ degD
2
=
N2
∏
p|N
(
1− 1p2
)
4
,
establishing the result in this case.
Case 3: Suppose j(E) = 0, so #AutE = 6. The map X1(N) → X(1) is ramified over j = 0: more
precisely because Γ1(N) has no nontrivial elements of finite order and Γ(1) has an element of order
3, we have D = 3[y] +D′ for a closed point y and an effective divisor D′. Again we take L = F (y),
getting the improved upper bound
[L : F ] = [F (y) : F ] ≤ degD
3
=
N2
∏
p|N
(
1− 1p2
)
6
. 
2.2. Orders in imaginary quadratic fields and complex multiplication. LetK be an imaginary
quadratic field, with ring of integers OK . Throughout this paper, O denotes an arbitrary Z-order in
K, i.e., a subring of K that is free of rank 2 as a Z-module such that O⊗Z Q = K. For such an order
O, we define the conductor
f = [OK : O].
For each positive integer f, there is a unique order O(f) in K of conductor f, namely
Z+ fOK .
We let ∆ = ∆(O) be the discriminant of O (defined e.g. as the discriminant of the trace form, as for
any Z-algebra that is finitely generated and free as a Z-module). Put ∆K = ∆(OK); then
∆(O(f)) = f2∆K .
We put
τK :=
∆K +
√
∆K
2
,
so O(f) = Z[fτK ]. Also put
w := w(O) = #O×, wK := #O×K .
Then we have
w =

6 if ∆ = −3
4 if ∆ = −4
2 if ∆ < −4
.
For an imaginary quadratic discriminant ∆ (i.e., ∆ ∈ Z is negative and is 0 or 1 modulo 4), let
H∆(j) ∈ Q[j] be the Hilbert class polynomial, the monic separable polynomial whose roots in C are
the j-invariants of O-CM elliptic curves. It has degree #PicO and is irreducible over K. We take
Q(f) := Q[j]/(H∆(j));
thus we view Q(f) as an abstract number field and not a subfield of C. It has #PicO different
embeddings into C, in particular the embedding in which j maps to the j-invariant of C/O, which is
an embedding into R. We put
K(f) := KQ(f),
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the f-ring class field of K. For all f ≥ 2 we have [Co89, Cor. 7.24]
(5) [K(f) : K(1)] =
2
wK
f
∏
p|f
(
1−
(
∆K
p
)
1
p
)
,
where K(1) denotes the Hilbert class field of K. In general, for an ideal I of K, we let KI denote the
I-ray class field of K and K(N) = KNOK .
2.3. Galois representations of elliptic curves. For a field F of characteristic 0, let F sep be a
separable closure of F and let gF = Aut(F
sep/F ) be the absolute Galois group of F . For an elliptic
curve E defined over F and N ∈ Z+, let
ρN : gF → AutE[N ] ∼= GL2(Z/NZ)
be the mod N Galois representation, and let
ρN : gF → AutE[N ]/Aut(E) ∼= GL2(Z/NZ)/Aut(E)
be the reduced mod N Galois representation. The advantage of the reduced Galois representation is
that it is independent of the chosen F -rational model of E; it depends only on j(E).
For N ∈ Z+, we put
CN (O) = (O/NO)×,
the mod N Cartan subgroup. Let qN : O → O/NO be the natural map. The reduced Cartan
subgroup is
CN (O) = CN (O)/qN (O×).
We have [BC18, Lemma 2.2b)]
#CN (O) = N2
∏
p|N
(
1−
(
∆
p
)
1
p
)(
1− 1
p
)
.
The map q×N : O× → (O/NO)× is injective when N ≥ 3, and when N = 2 its kernel is {±1}. Thus
we also know #CN (O).
If E/F has CM by the order O in K and if F ⊃ K, then the Galois action commutes with the
O-action and thus
ρN : gF → (O/NO)×, ρN : gF → CN (O).
If F = K(f), work of Stevenhagen implies ρN (gF ) = CN (O). See [St01, §4] and [BC18, Cor. 1.2].
2.4. Weber functions and fields of moduli. If E is an elliptic curve defined over a field F of
characteristic 0, we define a Weber function h to be the composition of the quotient map E →
E/Aut(E) with an F -isomorphism E/Aut(E) ∼= P1: thus a Weber function is uniquely specified
up to an element of PGL2(F) = AutP
1
/F . If E/F is given by a Weierstrass equation y
2 = x3 +Ax+B
with A,B ∈ F , then for P = (x, y) ∈ E(F ), we may take [Si94, Ex. II.5.5.1]
h(P ) =

x AB 6= 0
x2 B = 0
x3 A = 0
.
We have B = 0 iff j(E) = 1728 iff EndE is the imaginary quadratic order of discriminant −4, and
A = 0 iff j(E) = 0 iff EndE is the imaginary quadratic order of discriminant −3.
For P ∈ E(F ), the Weber function field F (h(P )) is model-independent in the following sense:
let E′/F be an elliptic curve such that there is an isomorphism ψ : E/F → E′/F . Then F (h(P )) =
F (h(ψ(P ))). This can be seen either because E′/F is obtained by twisting E/F by a cocycle η ∈
Z1(gF ,AutE) or by use of Weierstrass equations as above: cf. [Sh94, p. 107].
For E/F and P ∈ E(F ) of order N , we have Q(j(E), h(P )) ⊂ F (P ). In fact Q(j(E), h(P )) is the
residue field Q(x) of the closed point x = [(E,P )] on the modular curve X1(N)/Q. Moreover, there is
a model of E/Q(j(E),(h(P )) such that P ∈ E(Q(j(E), h(P )) [DR73, Prop. VI.3.2].
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2.5. Addenda on R-structures. In this section we will recall some results on O-CM elliptic curves
defined over the real numbers established in [BCS17, §3] and make some addenda.
If E/C is an elliptic curve, an R-structure on E is an R-isomorphism class of R-models of E. An
elliptic curve admits an R-structure iff j(E) ∈ R, in which case it admits exactly two R-structures
[BCS17, Lemma 3.3b)]. We can understand R-structures in terms of the uniformizing lattices in C.
For a lattice Λ ⊂ C, let g2(Λ) and g3(Λ) be the associated Eisenstein series, and put
EΛ : y
2 = 4x3 − g2(Λ)x − g3(Λ).
A lattice Λ ⊂ C is real if Λ = Λ. Then an elliptic curve E/C has j(E) ∈ R iff E ∼= EΛ for a real lattice
Λ [BCS17, Lemma 3.2a)]. Moreover, two real lattices Λ1 and Λ2 determine the same R-structure on
E iff they are R-homothetic: there is α ∈ R× such that Λ2 = αΛ1 [BCS17, Lemma 3.2b)].
Let O be an imaginary quadratic order, and let I be an ideal of O. We say that I is primitive if I
is not contained in aO for any integer a > 1; equivalently, if the additive group (O/I,+) is cyclic. We
say that I is proper if
(I : I) := {x ∈ K | xI ⊂ I} = O.
By [BCS17, Lemma 3.1] an ideal of O is proper iff it is projective and thus by [CA, Thm. 7.29] an
ideal I is proper iff it is locally principal: for all maximal ideals p of O, the pushforward IOp of I to
the local ring Op is principal.
Let O be an imaginary quadratic order, and let E/C be an O-CM elliptic curve with j(E) ∈ R, so
as above there are two R-homothety classes of real lattices Λ such that E ∼= EΛ. Each of these classes
contains a unique primitive O-ideal I; moreover this I is proper and real [BCS17, Lemma 3.6a)].
Conversely, let I be a primitive proper real O-ideal. Then EI is a real O-CM elliptic curve. As in
§2.2, we view Q(f) as an abstract number field with no privileged complex embedding. Then there is
a unique field embedding ι : Q(f) → C such that ι(j) = j(EI), and we view Q(f) as a subfield of R
via this embedding. Let (E0)/Q(f) be any elliptic curve with j-invariant j. Then the R-structure on
(E0)/R need not be the same as that of EI , but we claim that there is some twist E1 of E0 over Q(f)
such that (E1)/R ∼= EI . To see this, first suppose that ∆ < −4. Then (E0)/R and (EI)/R are quadratic
twists of each other, and since the square classes in R are represented by 1 and −1, we may take E1 to
be either E0 or the quadratic twist of (E0)/Q(f) by −1. Similar arguments work in the remaining two
cases: when ∆ = −4 (resp. when ∆ = −3) then (E0)/R and (EI)/R are quartic (resp. sextic) twists
of each other, and −1 represents the unique nontrivial element of R×/R×4 (resp. of R×/R×6). More
concretely, when ∆ = −4 the elliptic curves
(E±)/Q : y
2 = x3 ± x
give the two different R-structures, and when ∆ = −3 the elliptic curves
(E±)/Q : y
2 = x3 ± 1
give the two different R-structures.
Now let E/Q(f) be an O-CM elliptic curve. We wish to determine when the 2-torsion field Q(f)(E[2])
contains the CM field K. When ∆ = −3, we have Q(f) = Q and E is given by y2 = x3 + B for
some B ∈ Q×, and since the splitting field of x3 + B contains Q(ζ3) = K, necessarily we do have
Q(f)(E[2]) ⊃ K. (This is asserted in the proof of [BCS17, Cor. 4.3]. The explanation given there is
not correct, but as we have seen the assertion is true.) When ∆ = −4, we have Q(f) = Q and E is
given by y2 = x3 + Ax for some A ∈ Q×, so Q(f)(E[2]) ⊃ K = Q(√−1) iff A ∈ Q×2. Henceforth we
assume ∆ < −4, in which case Q(f)(E[2]) = Q(f)(h(E[2])), so the answer is independent of the chosen
Q(f)-model. In this case, [BCS17, Thm. 4.2]a) asserts that Q(f)(E[2]) ⊃ K iff ∆ is odd. Once again
the assertion is correct but the explanation requires some modification. As noted in loc. cit. it follows
from [BCS17, Lemma 3.15] that if ∆ is odd, then Q(f)(E[2]) ⊃ K. (In fact this applies even when
∆ = −3 and gives another explanation of that case – this is probably what the authors of [BCS17] had
in mind.) Conversely, suppose that ∆ is even. Since O is a primitive, proper real O-ideal, as explained
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above there is an embedding ι : Q(f) →֒ C and an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q(f) such that E/R ∼= (EO)/R.
Since ∆ is even we have O = Z1 ⊕ Z
√
∆
2 . From this description it is clear that complex conjugation
acts trivially on the 2-torsion and thus that ι(Q(f)(E[2])) ⊂ R. Since Q(f)(E[2]) has a real embedding,
it cannot contain the imaginary quadratic field K.
2.6. Isogenies of CM elliptic curves. Let ϕ : E → E′ be an isogeny of K-CM elliptic curves over
C. Let O = O(f) = EndE, O′ = O(f′) = EndE′, and suppose that f′ | f. We may represent E as C/a
for a proper fractional O-ideal a and then E′ = C/Λ for a proper fractional O′-ideal Λ that contains
a. Thus also aO′ ⊂ Λ. Putting E′′ = C/aO′, the isogeny ϕ factors as
E
ιf,f′→ E′′ ϕ
′
→ E′.
Recall that for an imaginary quadratic order O, a fractional O-ideal a is proper iff it is projective
[BCS17, Lemma 3.1]. Thus a is a projective O-module, so aO′ = a ⊗O O′ is a projective O′-module,
hence aO′ is a proper fractional O′-ideal, i.e., EndE′′ = O′. This shows that ιf,f′ is universal for
isogenies from an O(f)-CM elliptic curve to an O(f′)-CM elliptic curve. Moreover we have
ker ιf,f′ = aO′/a ∼= Z/ f
f′
Z.
(This is easy when a = O, but by [BCS17, Lemma 3.1], for all primes p we have a ⊗ Zp ∼= O ⊗ Zp,
so the general case reduces to this.) This shows that there is only one possible kernel for a f
f′
-isogeny
from an O-CM elliptic curve to an O′-CM elliptic curve, and thus ιf,f′ must be Q(f)-rational.4
Now suppose that ϕ : E → E′ is an isogeny of K-CM elliptic curves over C with EndE = EndE′ =
O = O(f). We may represent ϕ as C/Λ → C/Λ′ where Λ′ ⊃ Λ are proper (thus invertible) fractional
O-ideals. Taking b = (Λ′)−1Λ, we have Λ′ = Λb−1, so
kerϕ = Λb−1/Λ = E[b] =: {P ∈ E(C) | ∀b ∈ b, bP = 0}.
It follows by [BCS17, §3.3] that ϕ is defined over a field F ⊃ Q(f) iff F ⊃ K or b is real.
2.7. Classification of K(f)-rational cyclic isogenies.
Theorem 2.4. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆, and suppose that ∆ < −4.
Let N ∈ Z+. The following are equivalent:
a) There is an O-CM elliptic curve E/K(f) with a K(f)-rational cyclic N -isogeny ϕ : E → E′.
b) There is a point P ∈ O/NO of order N with CN (O)-orbit of size ϕ(N).
c) We have that ∆ is a square in Z/4NZ.
Proof. Combine [BC18, Thm. 6.18a)] with [BC18, Thm. 6.15]. 
3. The dual isogeny
Let ι : E → E′ be the canonical cyclic f-isogeny to an OK-CM elliptic curve, and let ι∨ be the dual
isogeny. There is an embedding K(f) →֒ C such that E/C ∼= C/O, E′/C ∼= C/OK , ι is the quotient map
and ι∨ is P +OK 7→ fP +O.
In this section, we will compute ι∨(T ′) for any finite OK-submodule T ′ ⊂ E′[tors].
The following result will be proved in the next section.
Theorem 3.1. Put K := ker ι∨ : E′ → E and c := ordℓ(f).
4This is a well known result. For other treatments, see [Kw99, §2] and [BP17, Prop. 2.2].
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a) Suppose
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= 1, and let p1, p2 be the two primes
5 of OK lying over ℓ. For 0 ≤ a ≤ b we
have
K ∩E′[pa1pb2] ∼=Z Z/ℓmin(a,c)Z
and
ι∨E′[pa1p
b
2]
∼=Z Z/ℓmax(a−c,0)Z× Z/ℓbZ.
b) Suppose
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= 0, and let p be the prime of OK lying over ℓ. For all d ∈ Z+ we have
K ∩ E′[pd] ∼=Z Z/ℓmin(c,⌊d2 ⌋)Z
and
ι∨E′[pd] ∼=Z Z/ℓmax(⌊ d2 ⌋−c,0)Z× Z/ℓ⌈ d2 ⌉Z.
c) Suppose
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= −1. For all b ∈ Z+ we have
K ∩ E[ℓb] ∼=Z Z/ℓmin(b,c)Z
and
ι∨E′[ℓb] ∼=Z Z/ℓmax(b−c,0)Z× Z/ℓbZ.
From Theorem 3.1 we deduce the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let F ⊃ K(f) be a number field, and let ι : E → E′ be the canonical K(f)-rational
cyclic f-isogeny to an OK-CM elliptic curve E′. Write
E(F )[tors] ∼= Z/sZ× Z/eZ, E′(F )[tors] ∼= Z/s′Z× Z/e′Z
with s | e and s′ | e′. Then e′ | e.
Proof. It is enough to show that for all primes ℓ we have expE′(F )[ℓ∞] | expE(F )[ℓ∞]. Since
E′(F )[ℓ∞] is a finite ℓ-primary OK-submodule of E′[tors], it is isomorphic to E[I] for an ideal I
of OK that is divisible only by prime ideals lying over ℓ. Recalling that when ℓ ramifies in OK we have
E′[pd] ∼=Z Z/ℓ⌈ d2 ⌉Z× Z/ℓ⌊ d2 ⌋Z,
we see that Theorem 3.1 implies that in all cases
expE′(F )[ℓ∞] = expE′[I] | exp ι∨E′[I] | expE(F )[ℓ∞]. 
Remark 3.3. In [BC18, Lemma 6.7] it was shown that in the setting of Theorem 3.2 we have s | s′.
Theorem 3.2 is in some sense the “dual divisibility.”
3.1. Inert case. We suppose that
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= −1. Put c := ordℓ(f). In this case the only finite OK-
modules of E′[ℓ∞] are E′[ℓb] for b ∈ Z+. This is an easy case: if K = ker ι∨ then K ∩E[ℓb] is cyclic of
order ℓmin(b,c) and ι∨(E[ℓb]) is the subgroup of C/O generated by ℓc · 1
ℓb
and ℓa · τK
ℓb
, and thus
ι∨E′[ℓb] ∼= Z/ℓmax(b−c,0)Z× Z/ℓbZ.
3.2. Split case. We suppose that
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= 1 and ℓ | f. Let p1, p2 be the two primes of OK lying over
ℓ. We have
E′[pa1p
b
2]
∼= E′[pa1]⊕ E′[pb2] ∼=Z Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ.
We have K = ker ι∨ is cyclic of order f, generated by 1
f
+ OK . If P ∈ K ∩ E′[pa1pb2] has order d, then
d | ℓb and d | f, so d | ℓc. Also the OK-submodule 〈〈P 〉〉 generated by P is E′[d]; since the largest d
such that E′[d] ⊂ [pa1pb2] is ℓa, we get d | ℓa and thus d | ℓmin(a,c). On the other hand, the unique cyclic
subgroup of K of order ℓmin(a,c) is also contained in E′[pa1pb2], so
K ∩ E′[pa1pb2] ∼=Z Z/ℓmin(a,c)Z.
It follows that K ∩ E′[pb2] is the trivial group, so
ι∨(E′[pb2]) ∼=Z E′[pb2] ∼=Z Z/ℓbZ,
5The statement is not symmetric in p1 and p2, but it still holds after interchanging p1 and p2.
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and it follows that exp ι∨E[pa1p
b
2] = ℓ
b. Since
#ι∨E[pa1p
b
2] =
#E[pa1p
b
2]
ℓmin(a,c)
= ℓa+b−min(a,c),
it follows that
ι∨E[pa1p
b
2]
∼= Z/ℓmax(a−c,0)Z× Z/ℓbZ.
3.3. Ramified case. We suppose that
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= 0 and ℓ | f.
Step 1: Let a = min(a, c). Let p be the unique prime of OK lying over ℓ. Let ι : E → E′ be the canon-
ical K(f)-rational cyclic f-isogeny to an OK-CM elliptic curve E′/K(f). Let K = ker ι∨. For d ∈ Z+, we
compute E[pd] ∩K. This intersection is generated by xℓc for some x ∈ Z, while E[pd] ∼= p−d/OK . We
have
x
ℓc
∈ p−d ⇐⇒ x ∈ ℓcp−d = p2c−d.
• If d is even, then
x ∈ (ℓ)c− d2 ,
so ordℓ(x) ≥ c− d2 . If c− d2 ≤ 0, this condition is vacuous and E′[pd] ∩ K is generated by 1ℓc and thus
is cyclic of order ℓc. If c − d2 ≥ 0 then E[pd] ∩ K is cyclic of order ℓd/2. Compiling the two cases, we
get that E[pd] ∩ K is cyclic of order ℓmin(c,d/2).
• If d is odd, then since ordp(x) is even, the above gives ordp(x) ≥ 2c− (d− 1), and running through
the argument as above, we get that E[pd] ∩ K is cyclic of order ℓmin(c, d−12 ).
• Thus in general we have
#E′[pd] ∩ K = ℓmin(c,⌊ d2 ⌋).
By [BC18, §7.3], we have
E′[p2b−1] ∼= Z/ℓbZ× Z/ℓb−1Z, E′[p2b] = E′[ℓb] ∼= Z/ℓbZ× Z/ℓbZ.
We claim that in the first case we can take 1ℓb−1 as a generator for the second invariant factor, and
the second case we can take 1ℓb as a generator for the second invariant factor. In the latter case this
is clear: any element of order ℓb can be taken as a generator for the second invariant factor. In the
former case, the elements that can be taken as a generator of the second invariant factor are precisely
those elements x of order ℓb−1 that generate a pure subgroup of E′[p2b−1]: for all m, i ∈ Z+, if there
is y ∈ E′[p2b−1] such that mx = ℓiy, then mx = ℓinx for some n ∈ Z. (For in a commutative group G
with G = G[ℓb] for some b ∈ Z+, every pure subgroup is a direct summand [Ro96, §4.3].) We apply
this with x = 1
ℓb−1
: if mx = ℓiy for y ∈ p−(2b−1), then mℓ−b−i+1 ∈ p−(2b+1), so
m ∈ ℓb+i−1p−(2b−1) = p2b+2i−2p−2b+1 = p2i−1,
so ordp(m) ≥ 2i− 1. Since m ∈ Z, ordp(m) is even, so ordp(m) ≥ 2i and thus ℓi | m and we may take
n = mℓi . It follows that
exp ι∨(E[p2b−1]) = exp ι∨(E[p2b]) = ℓb
and thus
exp ι∨(E[pd]) = ℓ⌈
d
2 ⌉.
Since
#ι∨E[pd] =
#E[pd]
ℓmin(c,⌊
d
2 ⌋)
= ℓd−min(c,⌊
d
2 ⌋),
it follows that
ι∨E′[pd] ∼=Z Z/ℓmax(⌊ d2 ⌋−c,0)Z× Z/ℓ⌈ d2 ⌉Z.
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4. Degrees of CM points on X(M,N)/K(ζM )
4.1. Statement of the theorem. Let O be an order of conductor f in the imaginary quadratic field
K, and let w = #O× and wK = #O×K . For positive integers M | N , we define an (M,N)-pair to
be a pair (P,Q) with P ∈ O/NO of order M and Q ∈ O/NO of order N such that the Z-module
generated by P and Q is isomorphic to Z/MZ× Z/NZ. We denote by T˜ (O,M,N) the least size of a
CN (O)-orbit on the set of (M,N)-pairs.
Theorem 4.1. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of conductor f, and let M = ℓa11 · · · ℓarr | N =
ℓb11 · · · ℓbrr be positive integers.
a) There is T (O,M,N) ∈ Z+ such that: for all d ∈ Z+, there is a number field F ⊃ K(f) such
that [F : K(f)] = d and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F such that Z/MZ × Z/NZ →֒ E(F ) iff
T (O,M,N) | d.
b) If N = 2 or 3, then T (O,M,N) is as follows:
T (O, 1, 2) =
{
3
(
∆
2
)
= −1 and ∆ 6= −3
1 otherwise
,
T (O, 1, 3) =
{
8/w
(
∆
3
)
= −1
1 otherwise
,
T (O, 2, 2) = 2(2−
(
∆
2
)
)
w
,
T (O, 3, 3) = 2(3−
(
∆
3
)
)
w
.
c) If N = 2, then T˜ (O,M,N) is as follows:
T˜ (O, 1, 2) =
{
1
(
∆
2
) 6= −1
3
(
∆
2
)
= −1 ,
T˜ (O, 2, 2) = 2−
(
∆
2
)
.
d) Suppose N ≥ 3 and r = 1, and write M = ℓa, N = ℓb for 0 ≤ a ≤ b. Put c := ordℓ(f). Then:
i) If
(
∆
ℓ
)
= −1, then
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) = ℓ2b−2(ℓ2 − 1).
ii) If
(
∆
ℓ
)
= 1, then
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) =
{
ℓb−1(ℓ− 1) a = 0
ℓa+b−2(ℓ− 1)2 a ≥ 1 .
iii) If ℓ | f and (∆Kℓ ) = 1, then
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) = ℓa+b−1(ℓ − 1).
iv) If
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= 0, then
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) =
{
ℓa+b−1(ℓ− 1) b ≤ 2c+ 1
ℓmax(a+b−1,2b−2c−2)(ℓ − 1) b > 2c+ 1 .
v) If ℓ | f and (∆Kℓ ) = −1, then
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) =
{
ℓa+b−1(ℓ− 1) b ≤ 2c
ℓmax(a+b−1,2b−2c−1)(ℓ− 1) b > 2c .
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e) Suppose N ≥ 4. Then we have
T (O,M,N) =
∏r
i=1 T˜ (O, ℓaii , ℓbii )
w
.
4.2. Reducing to the case of prime powers. LetO be an imaginary quadratic order, and letM | N
be positive integers. Recall that an (M,N)-pair is a pair (P,Q) with P ∈ O/NO of order M and
Q ∈ O/NO of order N such that the Z-module generated by P and Q is isomorphic to Z/MZ×Z/NZ.
The Cartan subgroup CN (O) = (O/NO)× has a natural action on (M,N) pairs:
g · (P,Q) = (gP, gQ).
We denote by T˜ (O,M,N) the least size of a CN (O)-orbit on the set of (M,N)-pairs.
A reduced (M,N)-pair is an orbit of an (M,N)-pair (P,Q) under the image of O× in O/NO.
Unless ∆ = −4,−3, this simply identifies (P,Q) with (−P,−Q). The reduced Cartan subgroup
CN (O) = CN (O)/qN (O×) has a natural action on the set of reduced (M,N)-pairs. We denote by
T (O,M,N) the least size of a CN (O)-orbit on the set of reduced (M,N)-pairs.
Lemma 4.2. Let N ∈ Z+. The group CN (O) acts freely on the set of (N,N)-pairs, and thus every
CN (O)-orbit has size #CN (O).
Proof. If gP = P and gQ = Q then g ∈ (O/NO)× fixes all of O/NO and thus g = 1. 
The following result explains the relevance reduced (M,N)-pairs to the problem at hand.
Proposition 4.3. For an imaginary quadratic order O, positive integers M | N , and a positive integer
d, the following are equivalent:
a) There is a field F ⊃ K(f) with [F : K(f)] = d, an O-CM elliptic curve E/F and an injection
Z/MZ× Z/NZ →֒ E(F )[tors].
b) The integer d is divisible by the size of some CN (O)-orbit on the set of reduced (M,N)-pairs.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the surjectivity of the reduced Galois representation
ρN : gK(f) → CN (O).
Indeed, it follows that for an (M,N)-pair (P,Q) ∈ E(K(f)), the size of the CN (O)-orbit on the reduced
pair is the unique minimal degree of a field extension F/K(f) over which there is a single character
χ : gF → O× such that for all σ ∈ gF we have σ(P ) = χ(σ)P and σ(Q) = χ(σ)Q, and thus (P,Q)
both become rational on some twist of E/F . 
Thus we wish to find, for all O and M | N , the set of all multiples of sizes of CN (O)-orbits on reduced
(M,N)-pairs. We will show that every CN (O)-orbit has size a multiple of T (O,M,N), with the con-
sequence that condition (b) in Proposition 4.3 will simplify to: d is a multiple of T (O,M,N).
Although Proposition 4.3 gives us the answer in terms of orbits on reduced (M,N)-pairs, it is more
natural to work with orbits on (M,N)-pairs, especially with regard to the process of compiling across
prime powers. The following result allows us to pass back and forth between them.
Lemma 4.4. Let N ≥ 4 and let M | N . Let (P,Q) be an (M,N)-pair in O/NO, and let (P,Q) be
the corresponding reduced (M,N)-pair.
a) The size of the CN (O)-orbit on (P,Q) is w times the size of the CN (O)-orbit on (P,Q).
b) We have T˜ (O,M,N) = wT (O,M,N).
c) Every CN (O)-orbit on an (M,N)-pair has size a multiple of T˜ (O,M,N) iff every CN (O)-orbit
on a reduced (M,N)-pair has size a multiple of T (O,M,N).
Proof. (a) The assertion is equivalent to: O× acts freely on (M,N)-pairs. When M = 1, this follows
from [BC18, Lemma 7.6]. The general case follows. (b), (c) These follow immediately. 
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Proposition 4.5. Let M | N be positive integers. Write
M = ℓa11 · · · ℓarr , N = ℓb11 · · · ℓbrr .
Let (P,Q) be an (M,N)-pair in O/NO. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Pi (resp. Qi) be the image of P (resp. Q)
in O/ℓbii O . Then:
a) For all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have that (Pi, Qi) is an (ℓaii , ℓbii )-pair in O/ℓbii O.
b) The CN (O)-orbit on the pair (P,Q) is isomorphic as a CN (O)-set to the direct product of the
C
ℓ
bi
i
(O)-orbits on the pairs (Pi, Qi).
c) Suppose N ≥ 4. Then we have
T (O,M,N) =
∏r
i=1 T˜ (O, ℓaii , ℓbii )
w
.
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are an immediate consequence of the canonical decompositions arising from
the Chinese Remainder Theorem:
CN (O) =
r∏
i=1
C
ℓ
bi
i
(O), O/NO =
r∏
i=1
O/ℓbii O.
Thus T˜ (O,M,N) =∏ri=1 T˜ (O, ℓaii , ℓbii ), and so (c) follows Lemma 4.4(b). 
Corollary 4.6. Suppose the Cℓb(O)-orbit on an (ℓa, ℓb)-pair has size a multiple of T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) for all
primes ℓ and all integers 0 ≤ a ≤ b. Then for any positive integers M | N the following are equivalent:
a) There is a field F ⊃ K(f) with [F : K(f)] = d, an O-CM elliptic curve E/F and an injection
Z/MZ× Z/NZ →֒ E(F )[tors].
b) The integer d is a multiple of T (O,M,N).
Proof. If N ≥ 4, then this follows from Proposition 4.3, Lemma 4.4, and Proposition 4.5. If M = 1
and N = 2 or 3, the statement follows from [BC18, Thm. 7.2(a)] with T (O, 1, N) = T (O, N). If
M = N = 2 or if M = N = 3, then the statement follows from [BC18, Thm. 1.1, Cor. 1.4] with
T (O, N,N) = #CN (O). 
4.3. Prime power case. For a prime ℓ and natural numbers 0 ≤ a ≤ b, we will compute T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb)
and show every Cℓb(O)-orbit on an (ℓa, ℓb)-pair has size a multiple of T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb). When a = b, by
Lemma 4.2 every Cℓb(O)-orbit has size #Cℓb(O), accomplishing both goals in this case, so we may
assume a < b.
If ℓb < 4, then the values of T (O, ℓa, ℓb), T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) follow from Lemma 4.2 and [BC18, Thm. 1.1,
Cor. 1.4, Thm. 7.2, Rmk. 7.3]. The following result handles the divisibility claim.
Lemma 4.7.
a) Every C2(O)-orbit on a (1, 2)-pair has size a multiple of T˜ (O, 1, 2).
b) Every C3(O)-orbit on a (1, 3)-pair has size a multiple of T˜ (O, 1, 3).
Proof. a) We have
T˜ (O, 1, 2) = T˜ (O, 2) =
{
1
(
∆
2
) 6= −1,
3
(
∆
2
)
= −1.
The divisibility claim holds trivially if
(
∆
2
) 6= −1, so suppose (∆2 ) = −1. Then #C2(O) = 3 =
#(O/2O \ {0}), so the (1, 2)-pairs form a single C2(O)-orbit.
b) This follows from [BC18, Thm. 7.8 and §7.4]. 
Henceforth we assume ℓb ≥ 4. The following preliminary result strengthens [BCP17, Lemma 2.3].
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Proposition 4.8. Let ℓb ≥ 4 be a prime power, and let E be an O-CM elliptic curve defined over a
number field F ⊃ K. Suppose
Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ →֒ E(F ).
a) If
(
∆
ℓ
)
= −1, then a = b and ℓ2b−2(ℓ2 − 1) | w[F : K(f)].
b) If
(
∆
ℓ
)
= 1 and a = 0, then ℓb−1(ℓ− 1) | w[F : K(f)].
c) If
(
∆
ℓ
)
= 1 and a ≥ 1, then ℓa+b−2(ℓ− 1)2 | w[F : K(f)].
d) If
(
∆
ℓ
)
= 0, then ℓa+b−1(ℓ− 1) | w[F : K(f)].
Proof. By the results of [BC18, Thm. 1.1], we have F (E[ℓb]) ⊃ K(ℓb)K(fℓb), so
#Cℓb(O) = [K(ℓ
b)K(fℓb) : K(f)] | [F (E[ℓb]) : K(f)] = [F (E[ℓb]) : F ][F : K(f)].
(a) If
(
∆
ℓ
)
= −1, then Cℓb(O) acts transitively on points of order ℓb [BC18, Lemma 6.12(b)], so a = b
and F = F (E[ℓb]). Thus
ℓ2b−2(ℓ2 − 1)
w
= #Cℓb(O) | [F : K(f)].
(b) In this case, by [BCP17, Lemma 2.2], we have [F (E[ℓb]) : F ] | ℓb−1(ℓ− 1), so
ℓ2b−2(ℓ− 1)2
w
= #Cℓb(O) | [F (E[ℓb]) : F ][F : K(f)] | ℓb−1(ℓ− 1)[F : K(f)],
and the result follows.
(c),(d) In both of these cases, by [BCP17, Lemma 2.2] we have [F (E[ℓb]) : F ] | ℓb−a, so
#Cℓb(O)
ℓb−a
| [F : K(f)].
Since
#Cℓb(O) =
{
ℓ2b−2(ℓ−1)2
w
(
∆
ℓ
)
= 1
ℓ2b−1(ℓ−1)
w
(
∆
ℓ
)
= 0
the result follows. 
Theorem 4.9. Let ℓb ≥ 4 be a prime power. Suppose (∆ℓ ) = −1.
a) We have
w[K(ℓ
b)K(fℓb) : K(f)] = ℓ2b−2(ℓ2 − 1).
b) There is an O-CM elliptic curve E/K(ℓb)K(fℓb) such that
E(K(ℓ
b)K(fℓb))[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓbZ× Z/ℓbZ.
c) We have T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) = ℓ2b−2(ℓ2− 1). Moreover every Cℓb(O)-orbit on an (ℓa, ℓb)-pair has size
a multiple of T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb).
Proof. By [BC18, Thm. 1.1] we have
[K(ℓ
b)K(fℓb) : K(f)] = #Cℓb(O) =
#Cℓb(O)
w
=
ℓ2b−2(ℓ2 − 1)
w
,
establishing (a). By [BC18, Cor. 1.4] there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/K(ℓb)K(fℓb) with Z/ℓbZ ×
Z/ℓbZ →֒ E(K(ℓb)K(fℓb)). If the ℓ-primary torsion subgroup were any larger, then because (∆ℓ ) = −1
there would be full ℓb+1-torsion, which would imply that K(ℓ
b)K(fℓb) ⊃ K(ℓb+1)K(fℓb+1). But since
[K(ℓ
b)K(fℓb) : K(f)] = ℓ
2b−2(ℓ2−1)
w is an increasing function of b, this is absurd. Combining (b) with
Proposition 4.8 gives that T (O, ℓa, ℓb) = ℓ2b−2(ℓ2−1)w and this quantity divides the size of every Cℓb(O)-
orbit on a reduced (ℓa, ℓb)-pair. So (c) follows from Lemma 4.4. 
Theorem 4.10. Suppose
(
∆
ℓ
)
= 1. Let p1, p2 be the two primes of OK lying over ℓ. Let a, b ∈ Z≥0
with a ≤ b and ℓb ≥ 4.
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a) There is a number field F ⊃ K(f) with
w[F : K(f)] =
{
ℓb−1(ℓ− 1) a = 0
ℓa+b−2(ℓ− 1)2 a ≥ 1
and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F such that
E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼=
{
Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ ℓ 6= 2
Z/ℓmax{1,a}Z× Z/ℓbZ ℓ = 2 .
b) If ∆K /∈ {−4,−3} or if f = 1, we may take F = Kpa1pb2K(f).
c) If f 6= 1 and ∆K ∈ {−4,−3}, we may take F to be an extension of Kpa1pb2K(f) of degree wK2 .
d) Every Cℓb(O)-orbit on an (ℓa, ℓb)-pair has size a multiple of
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) =
{
ℓb−1(ℓ− 1) a = 0,
ℓa+b−2(ℓ− 1)2 a ≥ 1.
Proof. First suppose f = 1, i.e., O = OK . By the results of [BC18, §7.3], there is an OK-CM elliptic
curve E
/Kp
a
1p
b
2
with Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ →֒ E(Kpa1pb2). By [BC18, Lemma 2.10] we have
(6) wK [K
pa1p
b
2 : K(1)] =
{
ℓb−1(ℓ− 1) a = 0
ℓa+b−2(ℓ− 1)2 a ≥ 1 .
By Proposition 4.8 we must have E(Kp
a
1p
b
2)[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ × Z/ℓbZ if ℓ > 2 or if ℓ = 2 and a ≥ 1.
If ℓ = 2, then K(f) = K(2f) (see §5.6). In this case, K 6= Q(i),Q(√−3), so K(2f) is the projective
2-torsion point field of an O-CM elliptic curve [BC18, Thm. 4.1], and E has full 2-torsion over any
extension containing a rational point of order 2. This completes the proof in this case.
Next suppose f > 1 and ∆K /∈ {−4,−3}. Let E/K(f) be an O-CM elliptic curve, and let ι : E → E′
be the canonical K(f)-rational cyclic f-isogeny to an OK-CM elliptic curve E′. Then
T ′ := E′[pa1p
b
2]
∼= Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ,
and K(1)(h(E′[pa1p
b
2])) = K
pa1p
b
2 . Let F = Kp
a
1p
b
2K(f). Since wK = 2 and T
′ is cyclic as an OK-module
[BC18, Lemma 2.4], it follows that for all σ ∈ gF there is ǫ(σ) ∈ {±1} such that for all P ′ ∈ T ′ we
have σP ′ = ǫ(σ)P ′. Let ι∨/K(f) : E
′ → E be the dual isogeny, also cyclic of order f. Put T := ι∨(T ′).
Since gcd(f, ℓ) = 1, the map ι∨ : T ′ → T is an isomorphism of gF -modules, and thus for all P ∈ T , we
have σP = ǫ(σ)P . Thus ǫ is a (possibly trivial) quadratic character on gF , and twisting E by ǫ we get
an elliptic curve E/F such that
Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ ∼= T ⊂ E(F ).
Since wK = 2, (6) implies
[F : K(f)] ≤
{
ℓb−1(ℓ−1)
2 a = 0
ℓa+b−2(ℓ−1)2
2 a ≥ 1
.
By Proposition 4.8 we must have equality. Similarly, we must have E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ×Z/ℓbZ if ℓ > 2
or if ℓ = 2 and a ≥ 1, because if the ℓ-primary torsion subgroup were any larger, it would contradict
Proposition 4.8. As above, if ℓ = 2, then K(f) = K(2f), and E has full 2-torsion over any extension
containing a rational point of order 2.
Finally suppose f > 1 and ∆K ∈ {−4,−3}: thus wK is 4 or 6 while w = 2. Then over the field
F0 := K
pa1p
b
2K(f) the action of gF0 on T
′ is now by a character with values in O×K . There is thus a field
extension F/F0 of degree
wK
2 over which the action of gF on T
′ is given by a quadratic character, and
the argument proceeds as above with this choice of F . Notice in particular that [F0 : K(f)] is smaller
than [F : K(f)] in the previous case by a factor of wK2 ; since [F : F0] =
wK
2 , these factors cancel out
and [F : K(f)] is unchanged.
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Thus by Proposition 4.8 we have
T (O, ℓa, ℓb) =
{
ℓb−1(ℓ−1)
w a = 0
ℓa+b−2(ℓ−1)2
w a ≥ 1
and this quantity divides the size of every Cℓb(O)-orbit on a reduced (ℓa, ℓb)-pair. So (d) follows from
Lemma 4.4. 
Theorem 4.11. Suppose ℓ | f and (∆Kℓ ) = 1, and let p1, p2 be the two primes of OK lying over ℓ. Let
a, b ∈ Z≥0 with 0 ≤ a ≤ b and ℓb ≥ 4.
a) There is a number field F ⊃ K(f) with
[F : K(f)] =
ℓa+b−1(ℓ − 1)
2
and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F such that E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ.
b) We may take F to be an extension of Kp
b
2K(ℓaf) of degree wK2 .
c) Every Cℓb(O)-orbit on an (ℓa, ℓb)-pair has size a multiple of
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) = ℓa+b−1(ℓ − 1).
Proof. Let ι : E → E′ be the canonical K(f)-rational cyclic f-isogeny to an OK-CM elliptic curve E′.
We put T ′ := E′[pa1p
b
2] and T := ι
∨(T ′). Let us first assume that K 6= Q(√−1),Q(√−3), so wK = 2.
Case 1: Suppose a = 0. Let F = Kp
b
2K(f). In this case, by Theorem 3.1 the map ι∨ : T ′ → T is an
isomorphism of gF -modules, so after twisting E by a unique quadratic character ǫ we get an elliptic
curve E/F with T ∼= Z/ℓbZ →֒ E(F ). Combining with Proposition 4.8 we get w[F : K(f)] = ℓb−1(ℓ−1)
and E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓbZ, completing the proof in this case.
Case 2: Suppose a ≥ 1, and let F0 := K(f)Kpb2 . By Case 1 there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/F0 with
an F0-rational point of order ℓ
b. By [BC18, Thm. 4.1], after base extension to Kp
b
2K(ℓaf) the mod ℓa
Galois representation is given by scalar matrices, but since we also have a rational point of order ℓb,
the mod ℓa Galois representation is trivial. Since [K(ℓaf) : K(f)] = ℓa we must have
2[Kp
b
2K(ℓaf) : K(f)] ≤ ℓa+b−1(ℓ− 1).
By Proposition 4.8 we must have
[Kp
b
2K(ℓaf) : K(f)] =
ℓa+b−1(ℓ− 1)
2
.
Taking F = Kp
b
2K(ℓaf) completes the proof in this case.
If K = Q(
√−1) or Q(√−3) then we modify the above argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.10:
namely we make an extension of Kp
b
2 of degree wK2 so as to ensure that that Galois action on T
′ is
given by a quadratic character. Once again, the degree comes out the same.
Thus T (O, ℓa, ℓb) = ℓa+b−1(ℓ−1)2 , and this quantity divides the size of every Cℓb(O)-orbit on a reduced
(ℓa, ℓb)-pair by Proposition 4.8. So (c) follows from Lemma 4.4. 
Theorem 4.12. Suppose
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= 0. Let c := ordℓ(f). Let a, b ∈ Z≥0 with a ≤ b and ℓb ≥ 4.
a) Suppose b ≤ 2c+ 1. Then there is a number field F ⊃ K(f) with
[F : K(f)] =
ℓa+b−1(ℓ − 1)
w
and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F such that E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ.
b) Suppose b > 2c+ 1. Then:
i) If for a number field F ⊃ K(f) we have E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ×Z/ℓbZ, then a ≥ b− 2c− 1.
ii) If a ≥ b − 2c− 1, there is a number field F ⊃ K(f) with [F : K(f)] = ℓa+b−1(ℓ−1)w and an
O-CM elliptic curve E/F with E(F )[ℓ∞] = Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ.
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c) Every Cℓb(O)-orbit on an (ℓa, ℓb)-pair has size a multiple of
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) =
{
ℓa+b−1(ℓ− 1) b ≤ 2c+ 1,
ℓmax(a+b−1,2b−2c−2)(ℓ− 1) b > 2c+ 1.
Proof. Let p be the unique prime of OK lying over ℓ.
First suppose that f = 1, so c = 0. In this case, for any number field F ⊃ K(1) and any OK -CM
elliptic curve E/F , the subgroup E(F )[ℓ
∞] is an OK-submodule of E(F ) and thus is isomorphic to
E[pd] for some d ∈ Z≥0 (see the proof of Theorem 7.8 in [BC18]). By the First Main Theorem of
Complex Multiplication, we have
K(1)(h(E[pd])) = Kp
d
,
and since E[pd] is cyclic there is an OK-CM elliptic curve E/Kpd with E[pd] ⊂ E(Kp
d
), so
ℓd−1(ℓ− 1)
w
= [Kp
d
: K(1)].
Moreover, by the proof of Theorem 7.8 in [BC18], we have
E[pd] ∼= Z/ℓ⌊ d2 ⌋Z× Z/ℓ⌈ d2 ⌉Z,
which implies that if a ≤ b are the natural numbers such that E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ×Z/ℓbZ, then either
a = b− 1 or a = b. If a = b− 1 then d = 2a+ 1, while if a = b then d = 2a. Either way we have
ℓa+b−1(ℓ− 1)
w
=
ℓd−1(ℓ− 1)
w
= [Kp
d
: K(1)],
completing the result in this case. Henceforth we suppose that f > 1, so w = 2.
(a) Suppose b ≤ 2c+1. Then by [BC18, Thm. 7.2], there is an extension F0/K(f) of degree ℓb−1(ℓ−1)/2
and O-CM elliptic curve E/F0 with an F0-rational point of order ℓb. By [CP15, Thm. 7] and its proof,
there is an extension F/F0 with [F : F0] | ℓa such that E/F has full ℓa-torsion. Thus
Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ →֒ E(F )[ℓ∞]
and by Proposition 4.8 we must have equality.
(b) Suppose b > 2c+ 1, let F ⊃ K, and suppose E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ × Z/ℓbZ. Let ι : E → E′ be the
usual canonical isogeny to an OK-CM elliptic curve. If E(F ) has a point of order ℓb then E′(F ) has
a point of order ℓb−c and thus there is a subgroup T ′ ⊂ E′(F ) with T ′ ∼= Z/ℓb−c−1Z × Z/ℓb−cZ. Let
T = ι∨(T ′), and write T ∼= Z/ℓAZ × Z/ℓBZ with 0 ≤ A ≤ B. Since #T ≥ #T ′ℓc and B ≤ b − c, we
must have A ≥ b− c− 1− c = b− 2c− 1, so a ≥ A ≥ b− 2c− 1. Now Proposition 4.8 implies
ℓ2b−2c−2(ℓ − 1) | 2[F : K(f)].
By [BC18, Thm. 7.2], there is a field extension F0/K(f) of degree
ℓ2b−2c−2(ℓ−1)
2 and an O-CM elliptic
curve E/F0 with an F0-rational point of order ℓ
b. As we have shown, this forces Z/ℓb−2c−1Z×Z/ℓbZ →֒
E(F0)[ℓ
∞], and then Proposition 4.8 implies
[F0 : K(f)] =
ℓ2b−2c−2(ℓ− 1)
2
and
E(F0)[ℓ
∞] ∼= Z/ℓ2b−2c−1Z× Z/ℓbZ.
Finally, suppose b − 2c − 1 ≤ a ≤ b. By [CP15, Thm. 7] there is a field extension F/F0 of degree
dividing ℓa−b+2c+1 over which E has full ℓa-torsion. Thus
[F : K(f)] | ℓ
a−b+2c+1+2b−2c−2(ℓ− 1)
2
=
ℓa+b−1(ℓ − 1)
2
and
Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ →֒ E(F )[ℓ∞].
Once again, by Proposition 4.8 the degree divisibility and the group inclusion are each equalities.
Statement (c) now follows from Lemma 4.4. 
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Theorem 4.13. Suppose ℓ | f and (∆Kℓ ) = −1. Let c := ordℓ(f). Let a, b ∈ Z≥0 with a ≤ b and ℓb ≥ 4.
a) Suppose b ≤ 2c. Then there is a number field F ⊃ K(f) with
[F : K(f)] =
ℓa+b−1(ℓ − 1)
2
and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F such that E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ.
b) Suppose b > 2c. Then:
i) If for a number field F ⊃ K(f) we have E(F ) ∼= Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ, then a ≥ b− 2c.
ii) If a ≥ b − 2c, there is a number field F ⊃ K(f) with [F : K(f)] = ℓa+b−1(ℓ−1)2 and an
O-CM elliptic curve E/F with E(F )[ℓ∞] = Z/ℓaZ× Z/ℓbZ.
c) Every Cℓb(O)-orbit on an (ℓa, ℓb)-pair has size a multiple of
T˜ (O, ℓa, ℓb) =
{
ℓa+b−1(ℓ− 1) b ≤ 2c,
ℓmax(a+b−1,2b−2c−1)(ℓ− 1) b > 2c.
Proof. (a) Suppose that b ≤ 2c. Then by [BC18, Thm. 7.2], there is an extension F0/K(f) of degree
ℓb−1(ℓ− 1)/w and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F0 with an F0-rational point of order ℓb. The remainder
of the proof of part (a) is identical to the proof of part (a) of Theorem 4.12.
(b) Suppose b > 2c, let F ⊃ K, and suppose E(F )[ℓ∞] ∼= Z/ℓaZ×Z/ℓbZ. Let ι : E → E′ be the usual
canonical isogeny to an OK-CM elliptic curve. If E(F ) has a point of order ℓb then E′(F ) has a point
of order ℓb−c and thus – since
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= −1 – we have E′[ℓb−c] ⊂ E′(F ). As in the proof of part (b) of
Theorem 4.12, it follows that E[ℓb−2c] ⊂ ι∨(E′(F )), so a ≥ b− 2c. Now Proposition 4.8 implies
ℓ2b−2c−1(ℓ − 1) | 2[F : K(f)].
The argument now proceeds exactly as in the proof of part (b) of Theorem 4.12.
As above, statement (c) follows from Lemma 4.4. 
5. A generalization of Kwon’s theorem
5.1. Kwon’s theorem. For an order O = O(f) in an imaginary quadratic field K and a positive
integer N , we use the shorthand I(O, N) to mean there is a Q(f)-rational cyclic N -isogeny ϕ : E → E′
between elliptic curves with EndE = O. Recall ∆ = f2∆K .
Theorem 5.1. (Kwon [Kw99, Cor. 4.2]) Let O = O(f) be an order in an imaginary quadratic field
K 6= Q(√−1),Q(√−3). Let N ∈ Z+.
a) Suppose one of the following holds:
i) 2 | f and 2 is ramified in K or
ii) 4 | f.
Then I(O, N) holds iff N | ∆4 .
b) Suppose one of the following holds:
i) f ≡ 2 (mod 4) and 2 is unramified in K or
ii) f is odd and
(
∆K
2
) 6= −1.
Then I(O, N) holds iff either N or N2 is an odd integer dividing ∆.
c) Suppose 2 ∤ f and
(
∆K
2
)
= −1. Then I(O, N) holds iff N | ∆.
Remark 5.2. Let K = Q(
√−1) or Q(√−3). Suppose that f > 1. It follows from Theorem 5.3 and
Proposition 5.8 that if I(O, N) holds then N must satisfy the same numerical conditions as in Theorem
5.1. The arguments of [Kw99, pp. 954-955] hold verbatim to show that if N satisfies these numerical
conditions then I(O, N) holds. Thus in fact Theorem 5.1 holds verbatim for every imaginary quadratic
order of discriminant ∆ < −4.
In Corollary 5.11 we will complete Kwon’s theorem by determining all N ∈ Z+ such that I(O, N)
holds when ∆ = −4 or ∆ = −3.
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5.2. Statement of the generalization of Kwon’s theorem. Half of Theorem 5.1 gives necessary
conditions on N for the existence of a Q(f)-rational cyclic N -isogeny on an O(f)-CM elliptic curve.
The following result extends this half of the result by showing that the conclusions continue to hold
for F -rational cyclic N -isogenies for a certain class of number fields F that contain Q(f).
Theorem 5.3. Let N, f ∈ Z+. Let F/Q(f) be a number field. We suppose that there is an O(f)-CM
elliptic curve E/F admitting an F -rational cyclic N -isogeny. We also suppose F does not contain K,
and for all primes ℓ | N , F does not contain Q(ℓf).
a) There is a positive integer d | gcd(f, N) and a primitive, proper, real O( fd )-ideal of index Nd .
b) It follows that N | ∆ = f2∆K . Moreover:
i) Suppose that 16 | ∆. Then N | ∆4 .
ii) Suppose f ≡ 2 (mod 4) and 2 is unramified in K. Then either N or N2 is an odd divisor
of ∆.
iii) Suppose 2 ∤ f and 2 is ramified in K. Then either N or N2 is an odd divisor of ∆.
Remark 5.4. The hypotheses on F are natural. On the one hand, [BC18, Thm. 6.18] gives the
classification of N ∈ Z+ such that some O(f)-CM elliptic curve admits a K(f)-rational cyclic N -
isogeny. On the other: suppose that F is a number field containing Q(N f). Then there is an O(N f)-
CM elliptic curve E˜/F and a canonical F -rational cyclic N -isogeny ιNf,f : E˜ → E with EndE = O(f),
and thus ι∨Nf,f : E → E˜ is a cyclic N -isogeny.
5.3. A preliminary lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let N ∈ Z+.
a) Let ϕ : E → E′ be a degree N isogeny of K-CM elliptic curves, with EndE = O(f) and
EndE′ = O(f′). Then
f | N f′, f′ | N f.
b) Let F be a number field that does not contain Q(ℓf) for any ℓ | N , let E/F be an O(f)-CM
elliptic curve, and let ϕ : E → E′ be an F -rational N -isogeny. Then the conductor f′ of EndE′
divides f.
Proof. Every N -isogeny factors as a product of ℓ-isogenies, so it is enough to treat the case N = ℓ.
Over C we may view ϕ as C/Λ → C/Λ′ where Λ′ ⊃ Λ and Λ′/Λ ∼= Z/ℓZ. Let α ∈ O(f). For λ′ ∈ Λ′
we have
(ℓα)λ′ = α(ℓλ′),
but ℓλ′ ∈ Λ, so
α(ℓλ′) ∈ αΛ ⊂ Λ ⊂ Λ′.
Thus ℓα ∈ {x ∈ K |xΛ′ ⊂ Λ′} = O(f′). Applying this with α = fτK , we get that fℓτK ∈ O(f′), so
f′ | ℓf. The same argument applied to the dual isogeny ϕ∨ : E′ → E shows f | ℓf′, so f
f′
∈ {ℓ−1, 1, ℓ}.
b) By part a), if f′ does not divide f, then there is some prime ℓ | N such that ordℓ(f′) > ordℓ(f); seeking
a contradiction, we fix such a prime. We may factor ϕ over F as ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1, where degϕ1 = ℓordℓ(N) and
degϕ2 =
N
ℓordℓ(N)
. By part a), the ℓ-primary part of the conductor is unchanged under ϕ2, so if f1 is the
conductor of E/ kerϕ1 then we must have fℓ | f1 and thus F ⊃ Q(fℓ), contradicting our hypothesis. 
5.4. Classification of primitive, proper real ideals.
Lemma 5.6. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆ = f2∆K .
a) If there is a primitive, proper real O-ideal of index N , then N | ∆.
b) Let N = ℓa11 · · · ℓarr . There is a primitive, proper real O-ideal I such that [O : I] = N iff for all
1 ≤ i ≤ r, there is a primitive, proper real O-ideal Ii such that [O : Ii] = ℓaii .
c) Let ℓ > 2, and let a ∈ Z+. There is a primitive, proper real O-ideal I such that [O : I] = ℓa iff
a = ordℓ(∆).
d) Let ℓ = 2, and let a ∈ Z+.
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i) Suppose 16 | ∆. Then there is a primitive, proper real O-ideal I such that [O : I] = 2a iff
a = 2 or a = ord2(∆)− 2.
ii) Suppose 2 | ∆ and 16 ∤ ∆. Then there is a primitive, proper real O-ideal I such that
[O : I] = 2a iff a = 1.
Proof. a) See [Kw99, §3] or [BCS17, Cor. 3.8].
b) Let ℓ1 < . . . < ℓr be prime numbers and a1, . . . , ar be positive integers. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Ii be
a primitive proper real ideal of index ℓaii . Then the Ii’s are pairwise comaximal, so by the Chinese
Remainder Theorem we have
I :=
r⋂
i=1
Ii =
r∏
i=1
Ii
and O/I ∼= ∏ri=1O/Ii, so I has index ℓa11 · · · ℓarr . Since each Ii is primitive we have O/Ii ∼=Z Z/ℓaii Z.
Thus O/I ∼= ∏ri=1 Z/ℓaii Z ∼= Z/∏ri=1 ℓaii Z and I is primitive. An ideal of O is proper iff it is locally
principal, and I =
∏r
i=1 Ii is a product of locally principal ideals and thus locally principal, hence
proper. Finally, as an intersection of real ideals, I is real.
Let I be a primitive, proper real ideal of O of index ℓa11 · · · ℓarr . Since I is a nonzero ideal in a
one-dimensional Noetherian domain, there are pairwise comaximal primary ideals q1, . . . , qs such that
I =
s⋂
j=1
qj =
s∏
j=1
qj
and the qj ’s are unique up to ordering [CA, §10.6]. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ s the ring O/qj finite local, hence
of prime power order. Since O/I ∼=∏sj=1O/qj , the order of each O/qj is a power of some ℓi, and for
all i there is at least one qj such that [O : qj ] is a power of ℓi. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Si be the subset of
{1, . . . , s} consisting of all j such that [O : qj ] is a power of i, and put
Ii :=
⋂
j∈Si
qj =
∏
j∈Si
qj .
Then Ii is the “ℓi-primary part of I”: that is, we have
O/I ∼=
r∏
i=1
O/Ii, [O : Ii] = ℓaii ,
and it follows from the uniqueness of the primary decomposition that that Ii’s are the unique ideals
containing I with these properties.
Since I is primitive, O/I ∼=∏ri=1O/Ii is a cyclic Z-module, hence so is each O/Ii, hence each Ii is
primitive. Since I is real, we have
I = I =
r∏
i=1
Ii,
and by the uniqueness of the Ii’s we must have Ii = Ii for all i. As above, to show that each Ii is
projective it is equivalent to show that each qj is locally principal. For 1 ≤ j ≤ s, let pj be the radical
of qj . If p ∈ MaxSpecO \ {pj} we have pjOp = Op, while
pjOpj = p1 · · · psOpj = IOpj ,
so pj is locally principal hence projective.
c), d) This is [Kw99, Prop. 3.1]. 
5.5. Proof of Theorem 5.3. a) Let F be a number field, let E/F be an O = O(f)-CM elliptic curve,
and let ϕ : E → E′ be an F -rational cyclic N -isogeny. Suppose F contains neither K nor Q(ℓf) for
any ℓ | N . By Lemma 5.5, the conductor f′ of O′ := EndE′ divides f. As in §2.6, we may factor ϕ as
E
ιf,f′→ E′′ ϕ
′
→ E′.
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Thus ϕ′ is a cyclic N
f/f′ -isogeny of O′-CM elliptic curves, so by §2.6 we have kerϕ′ = E′′[b] for a
primitive (since ϕ′ is cyclic) proper O′-ideal b. Let
K := kerϕ, K′′ := ker ιf,f′ , K′ := kerϕ′.
Since K and K′′ are both F -rational group schemes and
K′ = K/K′′,
we have that K′ is F -rational; equivalently, ϕ′ is defined over F . Since F does not contain K, the
F -rationality of E[b] implies that b is a real ideal and #O′/b = #E[b] = N
f/f′ : see [BCS17, §3.3] and
[BC18, Lemma 2.4].
b) Suppose that there is an O = O(f)-CM elliptic curve E/F admitting an F -rational cyclic N -isogeny.
By part a) there is there is some f′ | f such that N = f
f′
· i, where i is the index of a primitive, proper
real O(f′)-ideal. By Lemma 5.6(a) we have i | ∆(O(f′)) = f′2∆K , so
(7) N =
f
f′
i | f
f′
f′2∆K = ff′∆K | f2∆K .
• Suppose that 2 | f and 16 | ∆. We wish to show that N | f2∆K4 . In view of what we have already
shown it is enough to show that if N = 2a then a ≤ ord2(f2∆K) − 2, and this follows easily from
Lemma 5.6(d).
• Suppose that f ≡ 2 (mod 4) and 2 is unramified in K. We wish to show that if 2a | N then a ≤ 1.
This follows easily from Lemma 5.6.
• Suppose that 2 ∤ f and 2 ramifies in K. We wish to show that if 2a | N then a ≤ 1. This follows
easily from Lemma 5.6.
5.6. Supplements to Kwon’s theorem. The hypotheses of Theorem 5.3 are never satisfied in the
presence of “ring class field coincidences”: namely, when Q(f) = Q(ℓf) for some prime ℓ | N . Using
(5), one sees that the instances of Q(f) = Q(ℓf) are precisely as follows:
(C1) If
(
∆K
2
)
= 1 and f is odd, then Q(f) = Q(2f).
(C2) If K = Q(
√−1), then Q(1) = Q(2).
(C3) If K = Q(
√−3), then Q(1) = Q(2) = Q(3).
In particular we must have ℓ ∈ {2, 3}.
Concerning (C1):
Lemma 5.7. Let O(f) be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆ < −4, and let E/F be
an O(f)-CM elliptic curve. For a positive integer N , if the image ρN (gF ) of the mod N Galois
representation on E consists only of scalar matrices, then Q(N f) ⊂ F .
Proof. This is really the observation that part of the proof of [BC18, Thm. 4.1] goes through over
Q(f) rather than K(f), but for the convenience of the reader we will recap the argument.
There is a field embedding F →֒ C such that E/C ∼= C/O(f). The map z 7→ Nz induces a cyclic
N -isogeny ϕ : C/O(f) → C/O(N f). Let C = kerϕ = 〈P 〉 for some point P ∈ E(F ) of order N . Our
assumption on gF implies that Galois acts by scaling P and thus C is F -rational. So E → E/C is an
F -rational isogeny and EndE/C = O(N f), so Q(N f) ⊂ F . 
Proposition 5.8. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field in which 2 splits. Let f be an odd integer,
and put O = O(f). Let F be a number field that does not contain K. The following are equivalent:
a) Every O-CM elliptic curve defined over F admits an F -rational cyclic 4-isogeny.
b) There is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over F admitting an F -rational cyclic 4-isogeny.
c) The field F contains Q(4f).
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Proof. The hypotheses preventK from being Q(
√−1) or Q(√−3), so for any O-CM elliptic curve E we
have AutE = {±1}. Thus the existence of rational isogenies is independent of the chosen F -rational
model: (a) ⇐⇒ (b).
(b) =⇒ (c): Let E/F be an O-CM elliptic curve, and let ϕ : E → E′ be an F -rational cyclic 4-isogeny.
Seeking a contradiction, we suppose that F does not contain Q(4f).
The isogeny ϕ factors as E
ι→ E′′ ϕ
′
→ E′, where ι and ϕ′ are both F -rational 2-isogenies. Thus there
is P ∈ E(F ) of order 2 such that – up to an isomorphism on E′′ – if C = 〈P 〉, then ι : E → E/C.
We claim that EndE/C ∼= O(2f), so that – again, up to an isomorphism on E′′ – we have ι = ι∨2f,f.
Indeed, there are three order 2 subgroups of E. Since 2 splits in K and f is odd, we have 2O = p1p2
with p2 = p1 6= p1. Thus E[p1] and E[p2] are distinct subgroups of order 2. However, since F does not
contain K and p1 and p2 are not real ideals, the subgroups E[p1] and E[p2] are not F -rational, whereas
C is, so this gives all three order 2 subgroups of E. Because p1 and p2 are proper O-ideals we have
EndE/E[p1] ∼= EndE/E[p2] ∼= EndE ∼= O. On the other hand, there is 2-isogeny ψ from an O(2f)-CM
elliptic curve E˜ to E: e.g. we may embed Q(j(E)) →֒ C such that E/C ∼= C/O and then the isogeny
is C/O(2f) → C/O and thus kerψ∨ is an order 2 subgroup of E such that EndE/ kerψ∨ ∼= O(2f).
Therefore we must have kerψ∨ = C.
Now ι∨ : E′′ → E is also an F -rational 2-isogeny, hence is of the form 〈Q〉 for a point Q ∈ E′′(F )
of order 2. Lemma 5.7 gives F (E′′[2]) ⊃ Q(4f); since F does not contain Q(4f) it follows that Q is the
only element of E′′(F ) of order 2. It follows that – up to an isomorphism on E′ – we have ϕ′ = ι∨ –
but then kerϕ = ker ι∨ ◦ ι = E[2], so ϕ is not cyclic, a contradiction.
(c) =⇒ (b): If F contains Q(4f) then there is an O(4f)-CM elliptic curve E˜/F and a cyclic 4-isogeny
ι4f,f with target an O(f)-CM elliptic curve. 
Concerning (C2):
Proposition 5.9. Let K = Q(
√−1), and let O = OK be the ring of integers of K, so ∆ = ∆K = −4,
f = 1 and Q(f) = Q. For a ∈ Z+, we have that I(O, 2a) holds iff a ≤ 2.
Proof. Step 1: We show that there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q admitting a Q-rational cyclic 4-
isogeny. Since ϕ(4)/2 = 1, by [BCS17, Thm. 5.5], this holds iff there is an O-CM elliptic curve
such that E(Q) has an element of order 4. That the latter holds is well known [Ol74, p. 196].
However, we will give a “principled” proof. Namely, let O′ be the order of conductor 2 in K. Since
Q(2) = Q(1) = Q, there is an O′-CM elliptic curve E′/Q and thus a Q-rational 2-isogeny ι : E′ → E
where EndE = O. Let p be the unique prime ideal of norm 2 in O; by uniqueness, p is real, so we
have a Q-rational 2-isogeny ψ : E → E/E[p]. Since p is a proper O-ideal, we have End(E/E[p]) = O.
Let ϕ = (ψ ◦ ι)∨ : E/E[p]→ E′. Then ϕ is a Q-rational 4-isogeny; if it were not cyclic, then it would
be (up to an isomorphism on the target) [2], but this is impossible as O = EndE/E[p] 6= EndE′ = O′.
Step 2: By [BC18, Thm. 6.18], no O-CM elliptic curve has a K-rational cyclic 8-isogeny, so certainly
no O-CM elliptic curve has a Q-rational cyclic 8-isogeny. 
Concerning (C3):
Proposition 5.10. Let K = Q(
√−3), and let O = OK be the ring of integers of K, so ∆ = ∆K = −3,
f = 1 and Q(f) = Q.
a) For a ∈ Z+, we have that I(O, 2a) holds iff a = 1.
b) For a ∈ Z+, we have that I(O, 3a) holds iff a ≤ 2.
Proof. a) Let O′ be the order in K of conductor 2. Because Q(2) = Q(1), there is an O′-CM elliptic
curve E′/Q and thus a canonical Q-rational 2-isogeny ι : E
′ → E with EndE = O. Then ι∨ : E → E′
is a Q-rational cyclic 2-isogeny. By [BC18, Thm. 6.18], no O-CM elliptic curve has even a K-rational
cyclic 4-isogeny. (Or: if there were an O-CM elliptic curve with a Q-rational cyclic 4-isogeny, then
since ϕ(4)2 = 1, by [BCS17, Thm. 5.5] there would be an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q with a Q-rational
point of order 4, which is not the case: [Ol74, p. 196], [Ao95, Cor. 9.4] or [BCS17, Thm. 5.1c)].)
b) Step 1: We construct a Q-rational cyclic 9-isogeny ϕ : E → E′ with EndE = O in exactly the same
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way as in the proof of Proposition 5.9: Q(3) = Q(1) = Q, and there is a unique ideal p of O of norm 3.
Step 2: By [BC18, Thm. 6.18], no O-CM elliptic curve has a K-rational cyclic 27-isogeny, so certainly
no O-CM elliptic curve has a Q-rational cyclic 27-isogeny. 
The following result completes Kwon’s theorem by determining all N ∈ Z+ such that I(O, N) holds
for the orders O of discriminants −3 and −4.
Corollary 5.11.
a) Let O be the imaginary quadratic order with ∆(O) = −4. Then I(O, N) holds iff N ∈ {1, 2, 4}.
b) Let O be the imginary quadratic order with ∆(O) = −3. Then I(O, N) holds iff N ∈
{1, 2, 3, 6, 9}.
Proof. a) By Theorem 5.3, I(O, ℓ) does not hold for any odd prime ℓ. The result now follows from
Proposition 5.9.
b) By Theorem 5.3, I(O, ℓ) does not hold for any prime ℓ ≥ 5, so by Proposition 5.10, if I(O, N) holds
then N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18}. Proposition 5.10 also shows that I(O, N) holds for N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 9}. In
particular there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q admitting a Q-rational 2-isogeny; let C2 be its kernel.
Let p be the unique O-ideal of norm 3. Then E → E/(C2 ×E[p]) is a Q-rational 6-isogeny, so I(O, 6)
holds. By [BC18, Thm. 6.18], no O-CM elliptic curve has even a K-rational cyclic 18-isogeny. 
Remark 5.12. a) As seen in the proof of Proposition 5.8, for an order O of discriminant ∆ < −4,
whether an O-CM elliptic curve E/F admits an F -rational cyclic N -isogeny is independent of the F -
model, so if gcd(M,N) = 1, then I(O,MN) holds iff I(O,M) holds and I(O, N) holds. However
Corollary 5.11 shows that when ∆ = −3, I(O, 2) holds and I(O, 9) holds but I(O, 18) does not hold.
b) It would be interesting to know whether Proposition 5.9 continues to hold over any number field F
containing neither K nor Q(4), and similarly for Proposition 5.10.
c) Combining Proposition 5.10 with [BCS17, Thm. 5.5], we find that if O is the imaginary quadratic
order of discriminant −3, there is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over a cubic number field F with
an F -rational point of order 9. In fact [BCS17, Table II] gives an explicit such curve: we may take
F = Q[b]/(b3 − 15b2 − 9b− 1),
E/F : y
2 +
(
1−
(
b2
4
+
5b
2
+
1
4
))
xy −
(
b2
4
+
5b
2
+
1
4
)
y = x3 − bx2, P = (0, 0).
6. Least degrees of CM points on X1(ℓ
b)/Q
For an imaginary quadratic order O and positive integers M | N , we let T (O,M,N) be as defined in
Theorem 4.1. We write T (O, N) in place of T (O, 1, N). In all cases the least degree of an O-CM point
on X1(N)/Q is T (O, N) or 2 · T (O, N).
6.1. Inert case.
Theorem 6.1. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆, let ℓ be a prime that is inert
in O, and let b ∈ Z+. Then:
a) If E/L is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over a number field such that E(L) has a point of
order ℓb, then T (O, ℓb) | [L : Q(f)].
b) Conversely, there is an extension L ⊃ Q(f) with [L : Q(f)] = T (O, ℓb) and an O-CM elliptic
curve E/L such that E(L) has a point of order ℓ
b.
Proof. Part (a) follows from Theorem 4.1. If ℓb ≥ 3, then part (b) follows from Lemma 2.3. If ℓb = 2
and ∆ 6= −3, then part (b) is clear: for any elliptic curve E over a field F of characteristic 0 and any
point P of order 2 on E, we have [F (P ) : F ] ≤ 3 = T (O, 2) because there are precisely 3 points of
order 2. Finally, if ℓb = 2 and ∆ = −3, then [Ol74, p. 196] shows there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q
with a rational point of order 2. (One can take E/Q : y
2 = x3 − 1.) 
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In Theorem 6.1, when ∆ < −4 and ℓb ≥ 3 then we have
T (O, ℓb) = ℓ
2b−2(ℓ2 − 1)
2
= deg(X1(ℓ
b)→ X(1)),
so it is as difficult for an O-CM elliptic to acquire a point of order ℓb as any elliptic curve defined over
a number field.
6.2. Split case.
Theorem 6.2. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆, and let ℓ be a prime that
splits in O. For any b ∈ Z+ we have the following:
a) Suppose ℓb ≥ 3.
i) If E is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over a number field L such that E(L) has a point
of order ℓb, then 2 · T (O, ℓb) | [L : Q(f)].
ii) Conversely, there is an extension L ⊃ Q(f) with [L : Q(f)] = 2 · T (O, ℓb) and an O-CM
elliptic curve E/L such that E(L) has a point of order ℓ
b.
b) Suppose ℓb = 2. Then there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q(f) with a point of order 2 in E(Q(f)).
Proof. (a) Suppose ℓb ≥ 3. If L ⊃ K, then Theorem 4.1 implies T (O, ℓb) | [L : K(f)] and so 2·T (O, ℓb) |
[L : Q(f)]. So suppose that we have an O-CM elliptic curve E defined over a number field L not
containing K such that E(L) has a point of order ℓb. By [BCS17, Thm. 4.8], this implies that
Z/ℓbZ× Z/ℓbZ →֒ E(KL), and thus by [BC18, Cor. 1.2, Lemma 2.2] that
2 · T (O, ℓb) = 2ℓ
b−1(ℓ− 1)
w
| ℓb−1(ℓ− 1)
(
ℓb−1(ℓ− 1)
w
)
= #Cℓb(O) | [KL : K(f)] = [L : Q(f)].
As for existence: by Theorem 4.1 there is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over an extension L/K(f)
with [L : Q(f)] = 2[L : K(f)] = 2 · T (O, ℓb) such that E(L) has a point of order ℓb.
(b) If ℓb = 2, the result follows from Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.2 (or from [BCS17, Thm. 4.2b)]). 
In fact, [BCS17, Thm. 4.8] has the following additional consequence:
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that ℓ splits in O and let ℓb ≥ 3. For d ∈ Z+, suppose there is an O-CM
elliptic curve E defined over an extension field F/Q(f) of degree d.
a) If F does not contain K, then
ϕ(ℓb)2
w
| d.
b) Suppose [F : Q(f)] = ϕ(ℓb).
i) If ∆ < −4 and ℓb ≥ 5 then F ⊃ K.
ii) If ∆ = −4 and ℓb ≥ 9 then F ⊃ K.
iii) If ∆ = −3 and ℓb ≥ 11 then F ⊃ K.
Proof. a) By [BCS17, Thm. 4.8] we have E[ℓb] ⊂ E(FK), so by [BC18, Thm. 1.1] we have
ϕ(ℓb)2
w
=
#Cℓb(O)
w
= #Cℓb(O) | [FK : K(f)] | [F : Q(f)] = d.
b) Taking d = ϕ(ℓb) in part a), we get that if F does not contain K then ϕ(ℓb) | w. If ∆ < −4 then
w = 2 and ϕ(ℓb) | 2 =⇒ ℓb ≤ 4. If ∆ = −4 then w = 4 and ϕ(ℓb) ≤ 4 =⇒ ℓb ≤ 8. If ∆ = −3 then
w = 6 and ϕ(ℓb) ≤ 6 implies ℓb ≤ 9. 
6.3. Ramified case. Let O be an order of conductor f in the imaginary quadratic field K. Let ℓ be
a prime ramified in O and put c := ordℓ(f).
The least degree in which an O-CM elliptic curve has a rational point of order ℓb is tied to the
existence of rational isogenies over Q(f) and K(f), both of which have been classified. Work of Kwon
concerns isogenies over Q(f) (see Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.2), and the following result determines
isogenies over K(f).
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Let m be the maximum of all b ∈ Z such that there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q(f) with a Q(f)-
rational cyclic ℓb-isogeny. Let M be the supremum over all b ∈ Z such that there is an O-CM elliptic
curve E/K(f) with a K(f)-rational cyclic ℓ
b-isogeny.
Proposition 6.4. Suppose that ℓ | ∆. Recall that c := ordℓ(f).
a) Suppose ℓ | f and (∆Kℓ ) = 1. Then we have:
m =

1 ℓ = 2, c = 1
2c− 2 ℓ = 2, c ≥ 2
2c ℓ is odd
M =∞
b) Suppose ℓ | f and (∆Kℓ ) = −1. Then we have:
m =

1 ℓ = 2, c = 1
2c− 2 ℓ = 2, c ≥ 2
2c ℓ is odd
M = 2c
c) Suppose ∆ 6= −3,−4 and (∆Kℓ ) = 0. Then we have:
m =

1 ℓ = 2, c = 0
2c ℓ = 2, c ≥ 1, ord2(∆K) = 2
2c+ 1 ℓ = 2, c ≥ 1, ord2(∆K) = 3
2c+ 1 ℓ is odd
M = 2c+ 1
d) Suppose ∆ = −3 and ℓ = 3. Then we have m =M = 2.
e) Suppose ∆ = −4 and ℓ = 2. Then we have m =M = 2.
Proof. Suppose ∆ 6= −3,−4. Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.2 gives the value of m in all cases. By
Theorem 2.4, M is the maximum of all b ∈ Z+ such that ∆ is a square modulo Z/4ℓbZ. The explicit
determination of M in terms of c and ℓ is given in [BC18, §7.4]. (In that section we have the running
hypothesis that ordℓ(f) ≥ 1, but the calculation done in Case 3 is valid even when ordℓ(f) = 0.) For
∆ = −3,−4, see Propositions 5.9 and 5.10 and their proofs. 
Theorem 6.5. Suppose that ℓ | ∆. The least degree over Q(f) in which there is an O-CM elliptic
curve with a rational point of order ℓb for b ∈ Z+ is as follows:
a) If b ≤ m, then the least degree is T (O, ℓb).
b) If m < b ≤M , then ℓb > 2 and the least degree is 2 · T (O, ℓb).
c) If b > M = m ≥ 1, then the least degree is T (O, ℓb).
d) If b > M > m ≥ 1, then ℓ = 2 and the least degree is 2 · T (O, ℓb).
Proof. We will consider each case separately:
(a) Suppose b ≤ m.
• Suppose ∆ 6= −3,−4. If ℓb = 2, then by Proposition 6.4 there is a Q(f)-rational 2-isogeny, hence a
Q(f)-rational point of order 2. If ℓb > 2, then by [BCS17, Thm. 5.5], there is an extension L/Q(f) of
degree ϕ(ℓb)/2 and a twist E′ of E/L such that E′(L) has a rational point of order ℓb. This is the least
possible degree by [BC18, Thm. 6.2].
• Suppose ∆ = −3. Then ℓ = 3 and m = 2 and the claim follows as above.
• Suppose ∆ = −4. Then ℓ = 2 and m = 2, and again the claim follows as above.
(b) Suppose m < b ≤M .
By Proposition 6.4, we may assume ∆ 6= −3,−4. As above, we have ℓb > 2, and by [BCS17, Thm. 5.5],
there is an extension L/K(f) of degree ϕ(ℓb)/2 and an O-CM elliptic curve E/L with a rational point
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of order ℓb. Furthermore, by [BC18, Thm. 6.2] if E/L is an O-CM elliptic curve with an L-rational
point of order ℓb, then
ϕ(ℓb)/2 | [L : K(f)],
so the least degree over Q(f) in which there is an O-CM elliptic curve with a rational point of order ℓb
is either ϕ(ℓb)/2 or ϕ(ℓb).
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is a number field L/Q(f) of degree ϕ(ℓb)/2 and an
O-CM elliptic curve E/L such that E(L) contains a rational point P of order ℓb. Since ϕ(ℓb)/2 | [KL :
K(f)], it follows that [KL : K(f)] = ϕ(ℓb)/2 and K 6⊂ L. Since b > m, Theorem 5.3 implies Q(ℓf) ⊂ L,
and so K(ℓf) ⊂ KL. Recall that K(ℓf) is the projective ℓ-torsion point field of an O-CM elliptic curve
(see [Pa89, Prop.3] and [BC18, Thm. 4.1]). Thus the image of the mod ℓ Galois representation of
E/KL consists of scalar matrices. Since E(KL) has a point of order ℓ, it therefore has full ℓ-torsion,
so Z/ℓZ× Z/ℓbZ →֒ E(KL), contradicting Theorem 4.1.
(c) Suppose b > M = m ≥ 1.
First suppose that ℓ is odd. By (a), there is an extension F/Q(f) of degree ϕ(ℓ
m)
2 and an O-CM
elliptic curve E/F with an F -rational point P of order ℓ
m. By Lemma 2.2a), there is a field extension
L/F of degree at most ℓ2(b−m) and Q ∈ E(L) of order ℓb, and thus
[L : Q(f)] = [L : F ][F : Q(f)] ≤ ℓ2(b−m)ϕ(ℓ
m)
2
= T (O, ℓb).
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that this is the least possible degree for an O-CM elliptic curve to have a
rational point of order ℓb.
Now suppose that ℓ = 2. Then the assumptions hold in two cases: (i)
(
∆K
2
)
= 0 and c = 0;
or (ii)
(
∆K
2
)
= 0, c ≥ 1, and ord2(∆K) = 3. In both cases Theorem 4.1 implies that T (O, 2b) =
22(b−m) · ϕ(2m)/2 is the least possible degree, and we shall construct a point of at most this degree.
Suppose (i):
(
∆K
2
)
= 0 and c = 0. Let us first assume that ∆ 6= −4. Then m = M = 1, so by
(a) there is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over Q(f) with a Q(f)-rational point of order 2, and thus
by Lemma 2.2b) there is a field extension L/Q(f) of degree at most 22b−3 = 22(b−m)ϕ(ℓ
m)
2 , an O-CM
elliptic curve E/L and a point Q ∈ E(L) of order 2b. If ∆ = −4, then m = M = 2. By (a) there
is an OK-CM elliptic curve E/Q with a Q-rational point of order 4. By Lemma 2.2a) there is a field
extension L/Q(f) of degree at most 22b−4 = 22(b−m) ϕ(ℓ
m)
2 and Q ∈ E(L) of order 2b.
Suppose (ii):
(
∆K
2
)
= 0, c ≥ 1, and ord2(∆K) = 3. By (a), there is an extension F/Q(f) of degree
ϕ(2m)
2 and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with an F -rational point of order 2m. By Lemma 2.2a) there
is a field extension L/F of degree at most 22(b−m) and Q ∈ E(L) of order 2b, so
[L : Q(f)] = [L : F ][F : Q(f)] ≤ 22(b−m)ϕ(2
m)
2
.
(d) Suppose b > M > m ≥ 1. This case is only possible when ℓ = 2 and 2 | f. Theorem 4.1 gives
T (O, 2b) = 22b−M−2, so the least degree in which there is an O-CM elliptic curve with a rational point
of order 2b is either 22b−M−2 or 22b−M−1.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is a number field L/Q(f) of degree 22b−M−2 and an
O-CM elliptic curve E/L such that E(L) contains a rational point P of order 2b. Then we must have
L = Q(f)(h(P )). Since 22b−M−2 | [K(f)(P ) : K(f)], it follows that
[K(f)(P ) : K(f)] = [K(f)(h(P )) : K(f)] = 22b−M−2
and K 6⊂ L. The point 2b−MP has order 2M . Suppose for the sake of contradiction that the orbit of
C2M (O) on 2b−MP has more than ϕ(2M ) elements. By [BC18, §7.4], the C2b(O)-orbit on P has size
larger than
22(b−M)ϕ(2M ) = 22b−M−1.
Since [K(f)(h(P )) : K(f)] is equal to the size of the orbit of C2b(O) on P (see [BC18, §7.1]), Lemma
7.6 in [BC18] implies that [K(f)(h(P )) : K(f)] > 22b−M−2, which is a contradiction. Thus the orbit of
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C2M (O) on 2b−MP has ϕ(2M ) elements, and [K(f)(h(2b−MP )) : K(f)] = ϕ(2
M )
2 . We have the following
diagram of fields:
Q(f)
Q(f)(h(2b−MP ))
K(f)
K(f)(h(2b−MP ))
L = Q(f)(h(P ))
K(f)(h(P ))
2
ϕ(2M )
2
2
22(b−M)
2
It follows that [L : Q(f)(h(2b−MP ))] = 22b−M and thus
[Q(f)(h(2b−MP )) : Q(f)] = 2M−2.
But then we have a point of order 2M in an extension of Q(f) of degree 2M−2, contradicting (b). 
From Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 6.5 we deduce:
Theorem 6.6. Let ℓ be a prime with ℓ | ∆. Then the least degree over Q(f) in which there is an
O-CM elliptic curve with a rational point of order ℓb for b ∈ Z+ is as follows:
a) Suppose ℓ | f and (∆Kℓ ) = 1.
i) If ℓ = 2 and c = 1, the least degree is
{
1 b = 1,
2 · T (O, 2b) b > 1.
ii) If ℓ = 2 and c ≥ 2, the least degree is
{
T (O, 2b) b ≤ 2c− 2,
2 · T (O, 2b) b > 2c− 2.
iii) If ℓ is odd, the least degree is
{
T (O, ℓb) b ≤ 2c,
2 · T (O, ℓb) b > 2c.
b) Suppose ℓ | f and (∆Kℓ ) = −1.
i) If ℓ = 2 and c = 1, the least degree is
{
1 b = 1,
2 · T (O, 2b) b ≥ 2.
ii) If ℓ = 2 and c ≥ 2, the least degree is
{
T (O, 2b) b ≤ 2c− 2,
2 · T (O, 2b) 2c− 2 < b
iii) If ℓ is odd, the least degree is T (O, ℓb).
c) Suppose
(
∆K
ℓ
)
= 0.
i) If ℓ = 2 and c = 0, the least degree is T (O, 2b).
ii) If ℓ = 2, c ≥ 1, and ord2(∆K) = 2, the least degree is
{
T (O, 2b) b ≤ 2c,
2 · T (O, 2b) b > 2c.
iii) If ℓ = 2, c ≥ 1, and ord2(∆K) = 3, the least degree is T (O, 2b).
iv) If ℓ is odd, the least degree is T (O, ℓb).
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6.4. An example.
Example 6.7. We place ourselves in the setting of Theorem 6.6(a) with a prime ℓ > 2. Then there
is a number field F ⊃ Q(f) of degree ℓ−12 and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with an F -rational point
P of order ℓ. We observe that for any b ∈ Z+, there is an extension L/F such that [L : F ] is odd
and E(L) has a point of order ℓb: indeed, the gF -set {Q ∈ E(F ) | ℓb−1Q = P} has odd order ℓ2b−2,
and thus contains at least one gF -orbit of odd cardinality. Overall we get a point of order ℓ
b over an
extension L/F with ord2[L : F ] = ord2
ℓ−1
2 . On the other hand, when b > 2c the least degree of an
extension field F/Q(f) for which there is an O-CM elliptic curve with an F -rational point of order ℓb
is ℓb−1(ℓ − 1). Since ord2(ℓb−1(ℓ − 1)) = ord2([L : F ]) + 1, it is not the case that every degree of an
extension field F of Q(f) for which some O-CM elliptic curve admits an F -rational point of ℓb is a
multiple of the least such degree. This is in distinct contrast to Theorem 4.1, which works over K(f).
6.5. Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆. If ℓ | ∆,
then the result follows from Theorem 6.5. So suppose ℓ ∤ ∆. As above, we let m denote the maximum
of all b ∈ Z such that there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q(f) with a Q(f)-rational cyclic ℓb-isogeny,
and let M be the supremum over all b ∈ Z such that there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/K(f) with a
K(f)-rational cyclic ℓb-isogeny. Theorem 1.2 can be deduced from Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2, and the
following proposition.
Proposition 6.8. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆.
a) Suppose
(
∆
ℓ
)
= 1. Then we have m = 1 if ℓ = 2 and m = 0 otherwise. In either case M =∞.
b) Suppose
(
∆
ℓ
)
= −1. Then if ∆ 6= −3 or ℓ > 2, we have m = M = 0. If ∆ = −3 and ℓ = 2,
then m =M = 1.
Proof. If ∆ = −3 or −4, then m is given by Corollary 5.11 and M is given by Theorem 6.18 in
[BC18]. Thus we may assume ∆ < −4. The values of m follow from Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.2.
By Theorem 2.4, there is an O-CM elliptic curve with a K(f)-rational cyclic ℓb-isogeny iff there is a
point P ∈ O/ℓbO of order ℓb with a Cℓb(O)-orbit of size ϕ(ℓb). The values of M can thus be deduced
from Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 7.2 in [BC18]. 
7. Least degrees of CM points on X1(N)/Q
For an order O of conductor f in the imaginary quadratic field K and N ∈ Z+, let T ◦(O, N) be the
least degree over Q(f) in which there is an O-CM elliptic curve with a rational point of order N . As
above, T (O, N) denotes the least degree over K(f) in which there is an O-CM elliptic curve with a
rational point of order N . Thus:
• In all cases we have T ◦(O, N) ∈ {T (O, N), 2 · T (O, N)}.
• For all O and N , the quantity T (O, N) = T (O, 1, N) is computed in Theorem 4.1.
• For all O and all prime powers ℓb, the quantity T ◦(O, N) is computed in §6.
In this section we will compute T ◦(O, N) for all O and N .
Theorem 7.1. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆. Let N ∈ Z+ have prime
power decomposition ℓb11 · · · ℓbrr with ℓ1 < . . . < ℓr.
a) If we have T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = T (O, ℓbii ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, then T ◦(O, N) = T (O, N).
b) If for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = 2 · T (O, ℓbii ), then T ◦(O, N) = 2 · T (O, N).
Proof. Put w := #O×.
a) Suppose that T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = T (O, ℓbii ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Case 1: Suppose that ℓb11 > 2. If ∆ = −3, we further assume that ℓb11 6= 3. Then Theorem 4.1 gives
T (O, N) = wr−1
r∏
i=1
T (O, ℓbii ).
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Let E/C be an O-CM elliptic curve. By §2.4, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r there is Pi ∈ E(C) of order ℓbii such that
[Q(f)(h(Pi)) : Q(f)] = T (O, ℓbii ).
There is a model of E over Q(f)(h(P1)) such that P1 ∈ E(Q(f)(h(P1))). Put F :=
∏r
i=1Q(f)(h(Pi)).
Since h(P2), . . . , h(Pr) ∈ F , there is an extension L/F with [L : F ] ≤ wr−1 such that P1, . . . , Pr ∈ E(L),
and
[L : Q(f)] = [L : F ][F : Q(f)] ≤ wr−1
r∏
i=1
T (O, ℓbii )
= wr−1
r∏
i=1
T˜ (O, ℓbii )
w
=
∏r
i=1 T˜ (O, ℓbii )
w
= T (O, N).
This shows that T ◦(O, N) ≤ T (O, N) and thus we have T ◦(O, N) = T (O, N).
Case 2: Suppose ∆ = −3 and ℓb11 = 3. If r = 1, the claim holds trivially, so we may assume r ≥ 2.
By Case 1, there is a field extension L/Q(f) of degree T (O, N3 ) and an O-CM elliptic curve E/L with
a point of order N3 in E(L). Let p be the (unique, hence real) ideal of O of norm 3. Then E[p] is
an L-rational cyclic subgroup scheme of order 3. (See [BCS17, p.11].) The corresponding isogeny
character trivializes over a degree 2 extension M/L, so E(M) has a point of order N . Thus
T ◦(O, N) ≤ 2 · T (O, N3 ) = T (O, N).
Case 3: We suppose that ℓb11 = 2 and ∆ < −4. We have
T ◦(O, 2) = T (O, 2) =
{
1
(
∆
2
) 6= −1
3
(
∆
2
)
= −1
and (since ∆ < −4) for any point P of order 2 we have Q(f)(h(P )) = Q(f)(P ). If r = 1, we are done.
Otherwise, running the above argument for N2 = ℓ
b2
2 · · · ℓbrr we get T ◦(O, N2 ) = T (O, N2 ), and then by
Theorem 4.1 we have
T ◦(O, N) ≤ T (O, 2)T (O, N2 ) = T (O, N),
which again implies T ◦(O, N) = T (O, N).
Case 4: We suppose that ∆ = −4 and ℓb11 = 2. Every O-CM elliptic curve E defined over a field F
of characteristic 0 has an F -rational point of order 2, as can be seen from the Weierstrass equation
y2 = x3 + Ax or because E → E/E[p] is an F -rational 2-isogeny, where p is the (unique, hence real)
ideal in O of norm 2. Now we get the result by applying Case 1 with N2 in place of N .
Case 5: We suppose that ∆ = −3, ℓb11 = 2 and ℓb22 6= 3. If r = 1 we are done, so we may assume r ≥ 2.
By Case 1 above we have
T ◦(O, N2 ) = T (O, N2 ),
so there is a field extension F/Q(f) of degree T (O, N2 ) = 6r−2
∏r
i=2 T (O, ℓbii ) and an O-CM elliptic
curve E/F with an F -rational point of order
N
2 . We have T˜ (O, 2) = 3. Certainly there is an extension
L/F of degree 3 such that E(L) has a point of order 2, and thus
T ◦(O, N) ≤ 3 · T (O, N2 ) =
T˜ (O, 2)
6
r∏
i=2
T˜ (O, ℓbii ) = T (O, N).
Case 6: We suppose that ∆ = −3, ℓb11 = 2 and ℓb22 = 3. If r = 2 then N = 6 and T ◦(O, N) = 1 by
[Ol74]. So suppose that r ≥ 3. By Case 2, there is a field extension F/Q(f) of degree T (O, N2 ) and an
O-CM elliptic curve E/F with an F -rational point of order N2 . As above, there is an extension L/F
of degree 3 such that E(L) has a point of order 2. Thus
T ◦(O, N) ≤ 3 · T (O, N2 ) = T (O, N).
b) Fix 1 ≤ I ≤ r such that T ◦(O, ℓbII ) = 2 · T (O, ℓbII ) = T˜ (O,ℓ
bI
I
)
w/2 . Since we have T
◦(O, 2) = T (O, 2),
we must have ℓbII > 2. Moreover, if ∆ = −3 then since T ◦(O, 3) = 1 = T (O, 3), we must have ℓbII > 3.
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Seeking a contradiction, we suppose there is a field extension F/Q(f) of degree T (O, N) =
∏
r
i=1 T˜ (O,ℓ
bi
i
)
w ,
an O-CM elliptic curve E/F and a point P ∈ E(F ) of order N . Put PI := N
ℓ
bI
I
P . By [BC18, Lemma
7.6 and Prop. 7.7] we have
[K(f)(h(PI)) : K(f)] =
T˜ (O, ℓbII )
w
=
T ◦(O, ℓbII )
2
,
which implies that K ⊂ Q(f)(h(PI )) ⊂ F . But then
[F : Q(f)] = [F : K(f)][K(f) : Q(f)] = 2[F : K(f)] ≥ 2 · T (O, N),
a contradiction. 
8. Least degrees of CM points on X(M,N)/Q(ζM )
For an imaginary quadratic order O of discriminant ∆ and conductor f and positive integersM | N , we
denote by T ◦(O,M,N) the least d ∈ Z+ such that there is a number field F ⊃ Q(f) with [F : Q(f)] = d,
an O-CM elliptic curve E/F and an injective group homomorphism Z/MZ× Z/NZ →֒ E(F ).
In this section we compute T ◦(O,M,N) for all O, M and N . In §4 we computed the analogous
quantity T (O,M,N) with Q(f) replaced by K(f). In all cases we have
T ◦(O,M,N) ∈ {T (O,M,N), 2 · T (O,M,N)}.
Remark 8.1.
a) The quantity T ◦(O, 1, N) = T ◦(O, N) is computed for all O and N in §7.
b) By [BCS17, Lemma 3.15], if M ≥ 3 and E/F is an O-CM elliptic curve defined over a number field,
then F (E[M ]) ⊃ K and T ◦(O,M,N) = 2 · T (O,M,N).
c) Similarly, if ∆ is odd, then by [BCS17, Lemma 3.15] and §2.5, if E/F is an O-CM elliptic curve
defined over a number field, then F (E[2]) ⊃ K and T ◦(O, 2, N) = 2 · T (O, 2, N).
Thus it remains to consider the case in which M = 2, N = 2N ′ and ∆ is even.
8.1. Preliminary lemmas. For the computation of T ◦(O, 2, 2N ′) we need two preliminary results.
The first concerns orbits of the level ℓ2 Cartan subgroup Cℓ2(O) = (O/ℓ2O)× on points of O/ℓ2O.
Lemma 8.2. Let ℓ | f. Then there are ℓ+1 orbits of Cℓ2(O) on order ℓ2 points of O/ℓ2O: one of size
ℓ3(ℓ − 1) and ℓ of size ℓ(ℓ− 1).
Proof. Since #Cℓ2(O) = ℓ2#Cℓ(O) = ℓ3(ℓ − 1), every orbit has size a divisor of ℓ3(ℓ − 1). Moreover,
since the subgroup (Z/ℓ2Z)× acts faithfully on the points of order ℓ2 of O/ℓ2O, the size of each orbit
is divisible by ϕ(ℓ2) = ℓ(ℓ− 1). It follows that each orbit has size (ℓ − 1)ℓc for 1 ≤ c ≤ 3. Since there
are ℓ4 − ℓ2 points of order ℓ2, there are natural numbers A,B,C such that
Aℓ(ℓ− 1) +Bℓ2(ℓ − 1) + Cℓ3(ℓ− 1) = ℓ4 − ℓ2 = ℓ2(ℓ− 1)(ℓ+ 1),
and thus
(8) A+Bℓ + Cℓ2 = ℓ(ℓ+ 1).
The orbit of 1 ∈ Cℓ2(O) = (O/ℓ2O)× is Cℓ2(O), so has size ℓ3(ℓ− 1). Thus C ≥ 1, and (8) shows that
C = 1, giving
A+Bℓ = ℓ.
Since ℓ | f, by Theorem 4.1 there is a Cℓ2(O)-orbit of size ℓ(ℓ − 1), i.e., A ≥ 1. It follows that A = ℓ
and B = 0, completing the proof. 
Remark 8.3. It is straightforward to determine the sizes and multiplicities of Cℓ2(O)-orbits on order
ℓ2 points of O/ℓ2O in all cases. However, the analysis for Cℓ3(O) is more complicated.
The next result computes the 2-torsion field of an O-CM elliptic curve when the discriminant ∆ is
even and different from −4.
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Lemma 8.4. Let O have even discriminant ∆ 6= −4. Let E/Q(f) be an O-CM elliptic curve. Then
Q(f)(E[2]) = Q(f)(h(E[2])) = Q(2f).
Proof. Let E/Q(f) be an O-CM elliptic curve. By Lemma 5.7, we have
(9) Q(f)(E[2]) ⊃ Q(2f).
Moreover we have (cf. [Co89, Cor. 7.24]) that
(10) [Q(2f) : Q(f)] = [K(2f) : K(f)] = 2.
By Theorem 6.6, every O-CM elliptic curve E/Q(f) has a Q(f)-rational point of order 2, so
(11) [Q(f)(E[2]) : Q(f)] ≤ 2.
Combining (9), (10) and (11) gives the result. 
8.2. T (O, 2, 2b) when ∆ < −4 is even. As in §6.3, let m be the maximum of all b ∈ Z such that
there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q(f) with a Q(f)-rational cyclic 2b-isogeny. Since ∆ is even, we have
m ≥ 1. Let M be the supremum over all b ∈ Z such that there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/K(f) with
a K(f)-rational cyclic 2b-isogeny.
Theorem 8.5. Suppose ∆ < −4 and 2 | ∆, and let b ∈ Z+. The least d such that there is a number
field F ⊃ Q(f) with [F : Q(f)] = d and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with Z/2Z× Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ) is as
follows:
a) If b ≤ m, then the least degree is T (O, 2, 2b).
b) If b = 2 and m = 1 < M , then the least degree is 2 · T (O, 2, 2b).
c) If m+ 1 < b ≤M , then the least degree is 2 · T (O, 2, 2b).
d) If 3 ≤ m+ 1 = b ≤M , then the least degree is T (O, 2, 2b).
e) If b > M = m ≥ 1, then the least degree is T (O, 2, 2b).
f) If b > M > m ≥ 1, then the least degree is 2 · T (O, 2, 2b).
For explicit descriptions of m and M , see Proposition 6.4.
Proof. (a) Suppose b ≤ m. By Theorem 6.5, there is an extension L/Q(f) of degree T (O, 2b) and an O-
CM elliptic curve E/L with a point of order 2
b. By Lemma 8.4 and (10) we have Q(f)(h(E[2])) = Q(2f)
and [Q(2f) : Q(f)] = 2. So there is an extension F/Q(f) of degree at most 2 · T (O, 2b) = T (O, 2, 2b)
such that Z/2Z× Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ). Thus equality holds.
(b) Seeking a contradiction, we assume that there is a field F/Q(f) of degree T (O, 2, 4) = 2 and an
O-CM elliptic curve E/F with Z/2Z × Z/4Z →֒ E(F ). It follows that F does not contain K. Let
P ∈ E(F ) be a point of order 4. Lemma 8.2 gives [K(f)(h(P )) : K(f)] = 1. Since Q(f)(h(P )) does not
contain K, it follows that Q(f)(h(P )) = Q(f), contradicting Theorem 6.5.
(c) Let F/K(f) be an extension of degree T (O, 2, 2b) = ϕ(2b), and let E/F be an O-CM elliptic curve
such that Z/2Z × Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ). Let P ∈ E(F ) be a point of order 2b. Suppose for the sake of
contradiction that
[K(f)(h(2P )) : K(f)] > T (O, 2b−1) = ϕ(2b−1)/2.
Then by [BC18, §7.4] we have
[K(f)(h(P )) : K(f)] > 22 · ϕ(2b−1)/2 = ϕ(2b),
which is a contradiction since K(f)(h(P )) ⊂ F and [F : K(f)] = ϕ(2b). Thus
[K(f)(h(2P )) : K(f)] = ϕ(2b−1)/2.
Seeking a contradiction, we assume that there is a field F/Q(f) of degree T (O, 2, 2b) = ϕ(2b) and
an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with Z/2Z× Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ). It follows that F does not contain K. Let
P ∈ E(F ) be a point of order 2b. Since the compositum FK(f) is an extension of K(f) of degree ϕ(2b),
the previous paragraph implies [K(f)(h(2P )) : K(f)] = ϕ(2b−1)/2. Since Q(f)(h(2P )) does not contain
K, it follows that [Q(f)(h(2P )) : Q(f)] = ϕ(2b−1)/2, which contradicts Theorem 6.5.
(d) Let D = ∆4 and t = 2
ord2(D). Then by [HK13, Thm. 5.6.4] we have that I = [t,
√
D] is a real,
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primitive proper O-ideal. We claim that there is an O-CM elliptic curve E/Q(f) and a field embedding
Q(f) →֒ R such that E/R ∼=R C/I. Indeed, there is a unique embedding Q(f) = Q[j]/(H∆(j)) →֒ R
under which j maps to j(C/I), so let E0 be any elliptic curve defined over Q(f) with j(E0) = j(C/I).
Then (E0)/R need not be R-isomorphic to C/I, but if not there is some quadratic (since ∆ < −4) twist
E/R of (E0)/R such that E/R ∼=R C/I. However the square classes in R× are represented by ±1, so
the map Q(f)×/Q(f)×2 → R×/R×2 is surjective, and thus E is the base extension of an elliptic curve
defined over Q(f).
As in the proof of [BCS17, Thm. 4.12] there is a Z2-basis e˜1, e˜2 of the Tate module T2(E) with
respect to which the image of the Cartan subgroup (O ⊗ Z2)× of GL2(Z2) is{[
α β(Dt )
βt α
] ∣∣∣∣ α2 −Dβ2 ∈ Z×2 } ,
and if c ∈ gQ(f) is the complex conjugation induced by the embedding Q(f) →֒ R, then its image in the
2-adic Galois representation is
ρ2∞(c) =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
.
Let P = e˜1 (mod 2
b). Then P lies in E(R) and has order 2b. Since b − 1 = m ≥ 2, Theorem 5.1
gives ord2(D) ≥ b − 1. Thus βt ≡ 0 (mod 2b−1), so 2P lies in a Cartan orbit of size ϕ(2b−1) and
[K(f)(h(2P )) : K(f)] = ϕ(2
b−1)
2 . Since P ∈ E(R), also 2P ∈ E(R), and thus Q(f)(h(2P )) does not
contain K. So
[Q(f)(h(2P )) : Q(f)] =
ϕ(2b−1)
2
and thus by Lemma 2.2 we have
[Q(f)(h(P )) : Q(f)] ≤ 22[Q(f)(h(2P )) : Q(f)] = ϕ(2b) = T (O, 2, 2b).
Let F := Q(f)(h(P )). Since F does not contain K, Theorem 5.3 gives Q(2f) ⊂ F . So there is an O-CM
elliptic curve E/F with an F -rational point of order 2
b, and since Q(2f) ⊂ F , by Lemma 8.4 every O-
CM elliptic curve E/F has E[2] ⊂ E(F ). Thus Z/2Z×Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ). Since [F : Q(f)] ≤ T (O, 2, 2b),
we are done.
(e) Suppose b > M = m ≥ 1. Let c = ord2(f). Proposition 6.4 gives that
(
∆K
2
)
= 0 and either (i) c = 0
or (ii) c ≥ 1 and ord2(∆K) = 3. In either case, m = M = 2c+ 1. By Theorem 6.5, there is an O-CM
elliptic curve E with a point of order 2b in an extension F/Q(f) of degree T (O, 2b) = T (O, 2, 2b). It
follows that F does not contain K. Since b > m, Theorem 5.3 implies Q(2f) ⊂ F . By Lemma 8.4, E
has full 2-torsion over F , a field of degree T (O, 2, 2b) over Q(f).
(f) Suppose b > M > m ≥ 1. As above, let c = ord2(f). Then we know that one of the following
occurs by Proposition 6.4:
• 2 | f, (∆K2 ) = −1, and 2c =M , or
• 2 | f, (∆K2 ) = 0, ord2(∆K) = 2, and 2c+ 1 =M .
As before, Theorem 4.1 implies T (O, 2, 2b) = T (O, 2b). Suppose for the sake of contradiction that
there is a field extension F/Q(f) of degree T (O, 2, 2b) = T (O, 2b) and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with
Z/2Z×Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ). By Theorem 6.5 the least degree of an extension F/Q(f) for which an O-CM
elliptic curve E/F has an F -rational point of order 2
b is 2 · T (O, 2b), which gives a contradiction. 
8.3. T (O, 2, 2b) when ∆ = −4.
Proposition 8.6. Let ∆ = −4 and let b ∈ Z+. Then the least d such that there is a number field
F ⊃ Q with [F : Q] = d and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with Z/2Z× Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ) is T (O, 2, 2) if
b = 1 and 2 · T (O, 2, 2b) if b > 1.
Proof. Let O = Z[√−1] be the imaginary quadratic order of discriminant −4. Recall that elliptic
curve E defined over a field F of characteristic 0 has O-CM iff it is F -rationally isomorphic to a curve
EA : y
2 = x3 +Ax
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for some A ∈ F×. [Si86, Prop. X.5.4]. Moreover we have EA[2] = EA[2](F ) iff −A ∈ F×2. Taking
A = −1, we recover the well known fact that T (O, 2, 2) = 1. From now on we suppose that b ≥ 2.
Seeking a contradiction, we suppose that there is a number field F of degree T (O, 2, 2b) and an O-
CM elliptic E/F with Z/2Z×Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ). So F does not contain K and E ∼= EA with −A ∈ F×2.
Put d := 2√−A ∈ F . We have an isomorphism
ϕ : (EA)/F (
√
d)
∼→ (E−4)F (√d), (x, y) 7→
(
x
d
,
y
d
√
d
)
.
Let P ∈ E(F ) be a point of order 2b, and let P ′ = ϕ(P ) = (x1, y1) ∈ E−4(F (
√
d)), so y1 ∈ F (
√
d)
and x1 ∈ F . Then 2b−2P ′ = (x0, y0), a point of order 4 on E−4(F (
√
d)) and Q(x0) ⊂ Q(x1) ⊂ F , as
follows e.g. from the duplication formula [Si86, §III.2]; see also [Si07, p. 32]. Since F does not contain
K = Q(
√−1) and the 4-division polynomial of E−4 is
4y(x2 + 4)(x2 − 4x− 4)(x2 + 4x− 4),
we get that x0 is a root of x
2 ± 4x− 4. Then Q(√2,√−1) = K(x0) = K(x20) = K(h(2b−2P ′)), and
[K(h(2b−2P ′)) : K] = 2.
Thus 2b−2P ′ is in a Cartan orbit of size 8, the larger of the two possible orbits. (See [BC18, Lemma
7.6 and Thm. 7.8].) We will use the ideas of [BC18, §7.3, §7.4] to show that P ′ belongs to the larger of
the two Cartan orbits of points of order 2b. For an O-CM elliptic curve E/C and a subset S ⊂ E(C),
we denote by 〈〈S〉〉 the O-submodule of E(C) generated by S. Let p denote the unique prime of O
lying over 2, so p2 = (2). Moreover, the finite O-submodules of E[2∞] are precisely E[pn] for n ≥ 0,
and we have E[pn] ∼=O O/pn and thus #E[pn] = #O/pn = 2n, so such a module is determined up to
isomorphism by its cardinality. It follows from the discussion of [BC18, §7.3] that the annihilator ideal
of 2b−2P ′ is p4, so
〈〈2b−2P ′〉〉 ∼=O O/p4 ∼=Z Z/22Z× Z/22Z.
By the discussion in [BC18, §7.4], we see that 2b−2〈〈P ′〉〉 = 〈〈2b−2P ′〉〉. It follows that
〈〈P ′〉〉 ∼=Z Z/2bZ× Z/2bZ,
so #〈〈P ′〉〉 = 22b. This implies 〈〈P ′〉〉 ∼= O/p2b and thus that the Cartan orbit of P ′ has size
#(O/p2b)× = 22b−1. Therefore
[K(h(P ′)) : K] = 22b−3.
Since F does not contain K, it follows that [Q(h(P ′)) : Q] = 22b−3. Because
Q(h(P ′)) = Q(x21) ⊂ Q(x1) ⊂ F,
we get
[F : Q] ≥ 22b−3 = 2 · T (O, 2, 2b),
a contradiction. 
8.4. T (O, 2, N) when 2 | ∆.
Theorem 8.7. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆ where 2 | ∆. Let N =
2bℓb11 · · · ℓbrr , where ℓi are distinct odd primes and b ≥ 1. Then the least degree over Q(f) in which there
is a number field F/Q(f) and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with Z/2Z× Z/NZ →֒ E(F ) is T (O, 2, N)
if and only if the following conditions hold:
a) T ◦(O, 2, 2b) = T (O, 2, 2b) and
b) T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = T (O, ℓbii ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Otherwise, the least degree is 2 · T (O, 2, N).
We first treat the case where b = 1. Since 2 | ∆, we have T ◦(O, 2, 2) = T (O, 2, 2) by Theorem 8.5 and
Proposition 8.6, so this case is a consequence of the following lemma.
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Lemma 8.8. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant ∆ where 2 | ∆. Let N =
2ℓb11 · · · ℓbrr , where ℓ1 < . . . < ℓr are odd primes. Then T ◦(O, 2, N) = T (O, 2, N) if and only if
T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = T (O, ℓbii ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Otherwise T ◦(O, 2, N) = 2 · T (O, 2, N).
Proof. Let N ′ = ℓb11 · · · ℓbrr . The case where N ′ = 1 follows from Theorem 8.5 and Proposition 8.6,
so we may assume N ′ ≥ 3. First suppose that T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = T (O, ℓbii ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Since
T˜ (O, 2, 2) = 2, by the work of the previous section and Theorem 4.1, we have
T (O, 2, 2N ′) = 2
w
r∏
i=1
T˜ (O, ℓbii ) = 2 · T (O, N ′) = 2 · T ◦(O, N ′).
Any O-CM elliptic curve over a number field acquires full 2-torsion over a quadratic extension field
– when ∆ 6= −4, this follows from [BCS17, Thm. 4.2]; and when ∆ = −4 it is immediate from the
Weierstrass equation y2 = x3 +Ax – and thus
T ◦(O, 2, 2N ′) ≤ 2 · T ◦(O, N ′) = 2 · T (O, N ′) = T (O, 2, 2N ′).
Conversely, suppose there is 1 ≤ i ≤ r such that T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = 2 · T (O, ℓbii ). As in §7 we have
T ◦(O, N ′) = 2 · T (O, N ′). Seeking a contradiction, we suppose that there is a field extension F/Q(f)
of degree
T (O, 2, 2N ′) = 2
w
r∏
i=1
T˜ (O, ℓbii )
and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with an injective group homomorphism ι : Z/2Z×Z/2N ′Z →֒ E(F ).
Let Q := ι((0, 1)). By Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 we have
[K(f)(h(2Q)) : K(f)] =
T˜ (O, N ′)
w
=
T ◦(O, N ′)
2
,
which implies that K ⊂ F and gives a contradiction as in the end of §7 above. 
Proof of Theorem 8.7. The case in which b = 1 is treated in Lemma 8.8, so we may assume that
b > 1. First suppose T ◦(O, 2, 2b) = T (O, 2, 2b) and T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = T (O, ℓbii ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Let
N ′ = ℓb11 · · · ℓbrr . By assumption, there is a field extension F/Q(f) of degree T (O, 2, 2b) and an O-CM
elliptic curve E/F such that Z/2Z× Z/2bZ →֒ E(F ). By Theorem 7.1, there is a point P ′ ∈ E(F ) of
order N ′ such that [Q(f)(h(P ′)) : Q(f)] = T (O, N ′). Let L := F · Q(f)(h(P ′)). Since P ′ is rational in
an extension of L of degree at most w, there is an extension of Q(f) of degree at most
w · [L : Q(f)] ≤ w · T (O, N ′) · T (O, 2, 2b) = T (O, 2, N)
such that the base extension of E to this field has a rational torsion subgroup isomorphic to Z/2Z×
Z/NZ. The conclusion follows.
Conversely, suppose there is F/Q(f) of degree T (O, 2, N) and an O-CM elliptic curve E/F with
Z/2Z × Z/NZ →֒ E(F ). If N ′ = 1, then the statement is trivial, so we assume N ′ > 1. We first
consider the case where ∆ 6= −4. Let P,Q ∈ E(F ) be such that P has order N , Q has order 2 and
〈P,Q〉 ∼= Z/2Z× Z/NZ. Since T˜ (O, N ′) =∏ri=1 T˜ (O, ℓbii ), we have
T (O, 2, N) = 2 · T (O, N ′) · T (O, 2, 2b) = 1
2
T˜ (O, N ′) · T˜ (O, 2, 2b),
and this is the size of the CN (O)-orbit on (P,Q). By Lemma 4.4 the size of the CN (O)-orbit on (P,Q)
is
T˜ (O, N ′) · T˜ (O, 2, 2b).
Propositions 4.3 and 4.5 imply that 2bP is in a CN ′(O)-orbit of size T˜ (O, N ′) and (N ′P,Q) has a
C2b(O)-orbit of size T˜ (O, 2, 2b). Thus
[K(f)(h(2bP )) : K(f)] = T (O, N ′)
and
[K(f)(h(N ′P ), h(Q)) : K(f)] = T (O, 2, 2b).
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Since Q(f)(h(2bP )), Q(f)(h(N ′P ), h(Q)) ⊂ F and F does not contain K, it follows that T ◦(O, 2, 2b) =
T (O, 2, 2b) and T ◦(O, N ′) = T (O, N ′). By Theorem 7.1, we have T ◦(O, ℓbii ) = T (O, ℓbii ) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ r, and the conclusion follows.
Finally, suppose ∆ = −4. Since b > 1, Proposition 8.6 gives T ◦(O, 2, 2b) 6= T (O, 2, 2b), so the
theorem will follow if we can show there is no number field F/Q of degree T (O, 2, N) and an O-CM
elliptic curve E/F with Z/2Z × Z/NZ →֒ E(F ). For the sake of contradiction, suppose such an E/F
exists. It follows that F does not contain K. Let P ∈ E(F ) be a point of order N so that N ′P has
order 2b. We claim that
[K(h(N ′P )) : K] = 22b−3.
Indeed, in the proof of Proposition 8.6 we begin with a point P ∈ E(F ) of order 2b where F is a number
field not containing K = Q(
√−1) and construct d ∈ F× and an isomorphism ϕ : E/F (√d) → E′/F (√d)
such that [K(h(ϕ(P ))) : K] = 22b−3. By [BC18, Lemma 7.6] the C2b(O)-orbit on ϕ(P ) has size 22b−1.
However the size of the Cartan orbit on a point does not depend upon the rational model, so the
C2b(O)-orbit on P also has size 22b−1. In our context this applies to show that the C2b(O)-orbit on
N ′P has size 22b−1. Since the C
ℓ
bi
i
(O)-orbit on N
ℓ
bi
i
P has size at least T˜ (O, ℓbii ), by Proposition [BC18,
Prop. 7.7] the CN (O)-orbit on P has size at least
22b−1 · T˜ (O, N ′).
Thus
[K(h(P )) : K] ≥ 1
4
· 22b−1 · T˜ (O, N ′) = 22b−3 · T˜ (O, N ′) = 2 · T (O, 2, N),
which implies
[Q(h(P )) : Q] ≥ 2 · T (O, 2, N),
and we have reached a contradiction since Q(h(P )) ⊂ F . 
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